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Un-Funny
3 Unfunded mandates
burden city, taxpayers
By STACEY CROOK
Stan Wfttftf
It is perhaps one of the most
challenging problems local governments face. Unfortunately,
there are no easy solutions.
Mandates sent down from
Frankfon without funding are
bleeding city and county budgets
dry. Mayor Bill Cherry said state
government does provide some
low-interest loans and some grant
money. But the majority of The
mandates are unfunded.
"They require the local communities to pay for them in whatever way they can," Cherry said.
"It puts a lot of strain on the
city's budget."
City administrator Tommy
Marshall said figures have not
been compiled at this time to set
how much the city will have to
-spertd—on- state mandates:
• Both Marshall and Cherry
agree most of the state orders are
for the good of the city. However, the cost factor can become
overwhelming.
"You want to go along with it
but it is so costly," Marshall said.
Many of Kentucky's regulations are more rigorous than
those on the federal level, according to Cherry.
For example, guidelines handed down from the Department for
Environmental Protection are
more stringent than those from
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

"We are not questioning anything
LC gulati011.1.___
We're pleased to make this a safer place to live," Cherry said.
However, Marshall said it is
difficult to implement all the
state's rules because of funding.
"We are supposed to be concerned about safety, health and
the environment and we are, but
it is so costly," he said.
In addition. Marshall said he is
concerned that the mandates are
not being applied evenly across
the state.
"They are not consistent,"
Cherry said.
Both agreed the inequity in
regulations for public and private
industries arc hurting cities
across -the -Commonwealth.
"11 the city does something, it
shouldn't have to follow rules
any more stringently than a private individual," Cherry_ said. _
In the future, the city will be
looking for ways to provide fundmandates
in
"We honestly feel we spend
more money doing things right
than most cities our size," Marshall said.
Marshall and Cherry said other
cities in the region may be better
equipped to handle the mandates
because their general funds are
supplemented with a payroll tax.
Earlier this month, the Kentucky League of Cities met to

STEVE PARKERteoger & Times photo

Members of the Murray State University football team gathered to the sing the school's fight song after Saturday's win against
Southeast Missouri State. The Racers won the game 17-14. For game highlights. see page 6

II See Page 2

Clinton may add nursing home benefit to package
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton today asked prominent doctors to support his
health-care overhaul, promising
malpractice reform, less paper-

work, fewer hassles with government regulations and no reductions in pay.
Wooing a key health-care
interest group, the president told
more than 100 doctors in the East
Room, "We clearly must pre-

serve what is right with our
health care system."
He ticked off a list of what
must not suffer in health-care
reforms: "The close patient:
doctor relationship, the best doctors and nurses, the best academ-

HIGHLAND MUSIC

ic research, the best advanced
technology in the world.
"We can do that and still fix
what's wrong," he said. "In fact,
we can enhance what's right if
we fix what's wrong."
But he insisted that real change

is needed. "We can do better
than this."
The comments came as Clinton's yet-to-he-released plan was
drawing early fire.
Sen. Daniel P. Moynihan,
chairman of the Senate Finance

Committee, chose the word "fantasy" to describe the S238 billion
Clinton wants to save over five
years by restricting growth in
Medicare and Medicaid spending.
"It's fantasy, but accurate fan• See Page 2

WANT group works on changes
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP)-- Several members of a regional antidrug organization considered
changes to comply with state Justice Cabinet recommendations
but ran into problems when the
discussion turned to a board of
directors.
The committee, consisting of
five Western Area Narcotics
Team members, made some small
revisions in the group's intercommunity agreement during a meet-

ing Friday with Purchase Area
Development District officials.
The members agreed that
WANT should be governed by j
nine-member board of directors
Serving as non-voting members
would be commonwealth's attorneys and representatives from
Kentucky State Police post in
Mayfield, the Drug Enforcement
Administration, Internal Revenue
Service and the FBI.
The committee decided that the

board should meet quarterly,
elect its own officers and be
allowed to choose the WANT
commander.
"You can elect a chairman, but
Paducah signed that grant, so
what good is a chairman going to
do?" said Marshall County Sheriff Brian Roy, a committee
member.
Graves County Sheriff Bob
III See Page 2

NAFTA
Kentucky lawmakers are split
•

.-1111111
AMY WILSOfiledger & Tares photo
The sound of Scottish bagpipes filled the air Saturday at the Murray Scottish Heritage Fairs at the Murray.
Calloway County Park. Dances, games and traditional Scottish picnic food wire all part of the festival held
Sept. 17-19.

MEETINGS
• Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board will meet Monday at 5 30 p m in
the council chambers of city hall
•Murray Planning Commission will
meet Tuesday at 7 p m in the council
chambers at city hall
• Murray Board of Zoning Adjustmints will meet Wednesday at 5 75 p m
in the council chambers of city hall

MEETINGS
• DES Table Top Drill will be con
ducted at 7p m Monday in Room 146 of
the Collins 1ST Center
• Presidential Search Committee
meetings will be conducted Tuesday A
5 p m meeting is scheduled for MSU
Staff members and a 7 p m meeting will
be held for the general public in the Ms
sissipp Room of the Curris Center

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
survey found six of Kentucky's
eight Washington lawmakers
evenly split on the issue coming
congressional battle over the
free-trade agreement with Mexico
and Canada, with two others calling themselves undecided.
If approved, the free-trade pact
would phase out tariffs and trade
restrictions between Mexico and
the United States, creating, along

SPORTS

I

IN Houston Nutt's first win as head
coach of the Murray State Racers wont
be hanging in a museum as a work of art
anytime soon
But it will be hanging with onciein
Stewart Stadium

*I6V4

Page 6

with Canada, the world's largest
free-trading bloc. At issue is what
the new arrangement would mean
to Americans.
In favor of approving the
North American Free Trade
Agreement or leaning in that
direction are Republican Sen.
Mitch McConnell and Democratic Reps. Romano Mazzoli of
Louisville and Scotty Baesler pf
Lexington.

Opposed to NAFTA or leaning
against it are Democratic Sen.
Wendell Ford, Democratic Rep.
Tom Barlow of Paducah and
Republican Rep. Harold "Hal"
Rogers of Somerset.
Reps. William Natcher of
Bowling Green and Jim Bunning
of Fort Thomas in Northern Kentucky say they're still undecided
_
111 See Page 2
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•NAFTA...
FROM PAGE 1
on the issue.
Supporters, led by President
Clinton, contend free access to
the Mexican marketplace would
increase the demand for U.S. products and stimulate the economy.
Opponents, most prominently
organized labor, argue that manufacturers would move to Mexico
to take advantage of its cheap
Labor. They contend this shift,
together With increased competition from less expensive Mexican
goods. would force a dramatic
cutback in jobs in this country.
If Clinton is to play a winning
hand on the agreement, he will
nerd Republican votes to offset
the loss of Democrats in the
house and Senate.
One of the biggest defections
in Kentucky may be Ford, the
Senate whip.

Ford's press secretary, Mark
Day, gave The Courier-Journal a
statement saying Ford's "position has consistently been that he
is leaning against voting for
NAFTA."
As whip, Ford is his party's
second-ranking leader in the
Senate, and his opposition puts
him at odds on this high-profile
issue with the Democratic
administration.
McConnell is in favor of the
treaty without reservation, saying
he agrees with Clinton that a
global economy is a reality and
that the United States must compete in it or lose ground. Arguing
that free access to Mexico would
benefit Kentucky agriculture and
industry, McConnell cited Clinton administration-supplied figures showing that Mexico is now
the state's fifth-largest export

market. up from 13th six years
ago.
McConnell doesn't deny that
some U.S. jobs will be lost but
says the important point is that
there will be a net increase.
Barlow opposes the treaty, predicting that it will produce "a
bloodletting of jobs." He contends that in his western KentucUp.district, IWO major industries — manufacturers of auto
parts and clothing — will be hit
hard.
Natcher won't make up his
mind until he hears the House
debate, according to a statement
relayed by an aide.
Mazzoli thinks that "in the
long run," the treaty will help
the U.S. economy. He said he is
"very hopeful" he can vote for
it.

AMY WILSON/Lodger I Times photo

People flocked to the Murray New Car, Truck and Van Show at the West Kentucky Exposition and Livestock Center Sept 17-19 to look at the latest designs In the automobile industry. Eighty-Oni units were
sold over the weekend.

•WANT...
suggested the intercommunity
agreement he revised to include
Morgan said, "The city of Padu- the phrase: "The head law enforcah is not going to go along with cement official of the governa change of commander if they mental unit receiving the (grant)
control the money. They're going shall serve as chairman of the
to want their man in there."
board."
Even if a chairman were
But the committee members
elected from the board of direc- weren't sure they agreed.
tors, Roy said, "He's not going
"If he's got the money and
to have the purse strings ... to he's got the chairmanship, he's
replace the commander as long as pretty much got the program,"
Paducah holds the grant."
Roy said. "We can ride along or
Charlie Ross, executive direc- get out."
tor of the development district.
On another topic, Morgan
raised questions about ownership
of equipment used by WANT and
said member agencies that lend
equipment to WANT should
retain ownership of the
equipment.
Roy said Paducah police leadVisit Our Patch!
believe the equipment belongs
ers
'Register to win
to their department since it is the
Our largest pumpkin!
grant holder and has purchased
Pumpkins starting at 50'
equipment with grant money.
121 North
"If they buy equipment with a
Calloway
Graves
federal grant, that equipment
County Lin•
belongs to that grant," Ross said.
489-2355
He added that if the grant should
be dissolved, the equipment

FROM PAGE 1
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The committee members also
discussed distribution of assets
seized through drug investigations and said they believe it is
done fairly: a split for each agency involved in the investigation.
Ross asked why Paducah —
the grant applicant — uses city
money to match the grant instead
of using seizure money. He questioned where the seizure money
is going.
"That money is somewhere,"
Roy said. "It's not in a coffee
can somewhere."
The committee also brought up
a Justice Cabinet recommendation that control be changed out
of Paducah and that a regional
authority be created.
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FROM PAGE 1
discuss ways to help municipalities deal with the onslaught of
state mandates.
Cherry said most cities in the
state are having the same problems as Murray.
The League of Cities is supporting the Federal Mandate
Relief Act of 1993, which is cosponsored by U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow, D-Ist District.
The bill's aim is to stop federal
mandates that carry no provision
for funding.
A few of the unfunded mandates the city is dealing with now
include:
.Removing asbestos with a
certified remover. Private individuals are not required to hire a
certified remover.
.Improving city structures and
sidewalks in accordance with the
American Disabilities Act. For
example, installing an elevator in
city hall is estimated to cost
$250,000.
'Implementing random drug
tests for all gas system and other
city employees associated with
the gas company. Each test costs
approximately $55. Officials estimate testing to cost the city from
$6,000 to $10,000 annually.
'Closing the landfill, reducing
solid waste and implementing
recycling programs will cost the
city more than SI million.
*Expanding the city's water
plant facility, to comply with the
Safe Drinking Water Act of 1992
has cost the city more than S5
million. Those costs eventually
reach the customer.
Cherry said at this point, the
only way to pay for all the mandates is with revenue generated
from city sticker sales, property
taxincreases and user fees.

Read the classifieds

REPORTS
MURRAY POLICE
Sept. 15
'David Holland, At. 1 Farmington, was arrested and
Charged with fourth-degree assualt following an altercation at
the Social Services Office.
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
„Sept. 18
'The sheriff's department is asking individuals who may
have seen an incident to call Deputy Joe Lawrence at
753-3151. The incident involves a vehicle chase that began
between 2 and 3 p.m. on Ky. 121 S. and continued down Ky.
94 E. Several vehicles were reportedly forced off the road during the chase. Anyone who may have witnessed or been
involved in the incident should call the sheriff's office as soon
as possible.
"Bobby Payne reported a breali-in at his residence in
Anderson Shores between Sept. 12 and Sept. 18. Several
electronic items, valued at more than $1,000, were taken.
Sept. 19
'Henry C. Mitchell, 32, New Concord, was arrested and
charged with second -offense driving under the influence, possession of marijuana less than eight ounces, possession of
drug paraphrenalia, displaying a ficticious operator's license,
attempting to elude police and driving on a suspended operator's license. A passenger in his car, Hazel Mitchell, 58, New
Concord, was charged with alcohol intoxication, resisting
arrest, disorderly conduct and no insurance. She was also
served a McCracken County warrant charging her with theft
by deception. Both were lodged in the Calloway County Jail.
Sept. 20
'Wells Purdom Jr, reported the theft of several items from
his boat that was parked in Lynhurst Bay near Center Ridge.
Fishing equipment valued at approximately $1,000 was taken
from the boat.
CRIMESTOPPERS
•Crimestoppers of Murray and Calloway County is offering
a $400 cash reward for information that leads to the arrest of
the person or persons involved in the burglary of William'S
Radiator and Glass located at 1107 Chestnut St. The burglary
occurred sometime on the night of Sept. 15. Entry was gained
by breaking a window in the rear of the building. A small
amount of money was stolen and vandalism was done to the
offices inside. Anyone who has information about this crime,
call the Crimestoppers' Hotline at 753-9500.
•A $3,000 cash reward is still being offered for information
about the murder of:Roger Dale Jones, 20, of Hazel.

III Clinton...
FROM PAGE 1
tasy," Moynihan said on NBC's
"Meet the Press."
Hillary Rodham Clinton, who
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gold
759-1141

Dixieland Center

would be owned by the Justice
Cabinet.
"I agree with what you're saying, but I believe if that grant
failed, closed up and went home.
that equipment would stay at
Paducah," Roy said.
Martin said that at a recent
meeting of WANT, Justice Secretary Billy Wellman made it
clear that equipment purchased
with grant moncy belongs to the
grant and that if the grant were
dissolved, it would go to the

OCTOBER 23 & 24, 1993
Saturday - 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday - 1 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
*Developing new positive skills for adjusting to and coping
with divorced, widowed, or single adult life situations.
*Healing for mind, spirit, and emotions.

September 21 i

opened the meeting, named former Surgeon General C. Everett
Koop to organize a series of forums designed to give doctors
input and information about the
reform plan. Urging doctors to
support health-care reforms.
Koop said problems with one or
two details in Clinton's plan
"cannot give us the excuse to
oppose everything."
Koop, who served under Republican presidents Ronald Reagan
and George Bush, said Clinton
has already "accomplished more
in health-care reform ... than all
of his living predecessors put
together."

— Murray
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Former Communists win, now must form coalition
•

The outcome was shocking to
those who recall how the fall of
communism in Poland had a
domino effect across eastern Europe. Poland's reforms have also
generated Europe's highest
growth rate, an estimated 4.5 percent this year.
But it was no surprise to an
electorate disgruntled by the individual pain that has accompanied
the economic restructuring and
disillusioned by the loss of the
cradle-to-grave social safety net.
Opinion polls had predicted a
victory for the alliance.
Despite the dramatic shift,
there were likely to be few major
changes in the free-market

WARSAW, Poland (AP) —
Voters have determined the size
and number of pieces in Poland's
political jigsaw puzzle. Now it's
up to a group of mostly former
Communists to try to force them
into a workable coalition.
The political wrangling began
as early unofficial results showed
the Democratic Left Alliance
receiving the most votes — 19.4
percent — in Sunday's balloting
for Parliament.
Another leftist group, the Polish Peasant's Party, was running
second with 16 percent, followed
by the Democratic Union, the pillar of the outgoing coalition governmenL with 10.9 percent.

reforms initiated in 1990, just
alterations.
"We are not the enemies of
reforms. We will continue the
reforms, because Poland needs
reforms," alliance leader Aleksander Kwasnicski said.
But he said the country also
needs to ease the psychological
and financial wounds suffered by
people, especially the elderly and
others dependent on the State for
help.
"That is our task — clever
compromise between development of the economy and social
expectations," he said.
Kwasnieski, a former Communist sports minister, also tried

to distance his party from any
ties with the former authoritarian
rule. "We are not Communists,
we are not post-Communists, we
are social democrats," he said.
On the surface, the puzzle
looks like it should be easier to
solve than after the last elections,
when 29 parties won SCaLS in the
Sejm, the lower house of
Parliament.
The early results showed only
seven groups with enough votes
under a new apportionment system, although several are right at
or near the cutoff levels. Final
results aren't expected until later
in the week.
The parties' radically different

platlorni
ill make it diflicult to
assemble a new coalition gqvernmem. The old coalition fell by a
ballot alter a May noconfidence vote forced elections
two years early.
President Lech Walesa vowed
to give the former Communists a
chance to lead the way.
"Democracy is not a joke," he
said alter casting his ballot in
Gdansk, the birthplace of Solidarity. "II the nation wants it, then
it has to be so"
Whatever the final coalition's
makeup -- and it could be weeks
before one is formed -- it is
bound to tlic some strange
bedfellows

One of the biggest splits is
between the Democratic Lett
Alliance and the Peasant's Party.
Although both have roots in
the old Communist parties, the
Democratic Left Alliance is
geared more toward helping
laborers while the Peasant's Party
wants to set minimum prices for
farmers' produce. More than 40
percent of Poles Ilse off the land.
It's also hard to imagine either
movement working with the
Democratic Union, the pillar of
the former coalition, or the currently fourth-placed Union of
Labor, both of which grew out of
Solidarity.

Mubarak calls on Arabs to follow Israeli-PLO peace move
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ALEXANDRIA, Egypt (AP)
— Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak, ending a surprise summit with Israel's prime minister,
said Syria was genuinely seeking
peace and predicted an IsraelSyria agreement could be reached
within months.
During the two-hour meeting
Sunday, Prime Minister Yitthak
Rabin told Mubarak that Syria
must stop encouraging guerrillas
fighting Israel in southern Lebanon before talks progress, said an

Israeli official who accompanied
Rabin.
Mubarak, who is scheduled to
meet with Syrian President Hafez
Assad soon, pledged to try to
move the process forward.
-We will try and reach a solution between Israel and Syria,"
Mubarak said. "It is not a miracle. I don't think it will take
more than a few months" for an
agreement.
The Egyptian leader also
sought to allay Israel's concerns

that Syria was not serious about
negotiations because it sheltered
10 hard-line anti-PLO factions in
Damascus and did not rein-in the
Iran-backed Muslim militants of
Heibollah in Lebanon.

"I don't think that. I think Syria genuinely wants peace,
genuinely wants to solve the
problem and I heard this from
President Assad several times."

"It is clear Mubarak will raise
the things he heard from Rabin in
his meetings with Assad," said a
spokesman tor Rabin, Gad Ben-

"Why are you so pessimistic
that Syria is going to be so late to
reach a settlement, or a declaration of principles with Israel,
after reaching a final agreement
With the Palestinians?" Mubarak
told a news conference.

Israel wants Syria to agree to a
deployment of the Lebanese army.
in southern Lebanon and to allow
it to disarm guerrillas active
there, according to the Israeli
official, who spoke on condition
of anonymity.

Assad. meanwhile, told
EPPC` Al- Akhbar newspaper
that Sria and Israel will Lontinue
their nepltiations Syria has
demanded that Israel withdraw
from thc Golan licihts, which it
captured in 1967

Summer flooding:

cfadie4

Town still trying to restore flood-damaged cemetery
HARDIN, Mo. (AP) -- Hundreds of caskets, burial vaults and
human bones -7 the remains of
several generations — may never
be recovered from a small lake
gouged into a small-town cemetery by summer floods.
Backwaters from the flooded
Missouri River surged through
the Hardin Cemetery in July,
working loose more than 7(X) of
its 1,544 graves, many dated to
the 1800s and others unmarked.
The water swept tombstones,
vaults, caskets and bones into
farm fields, hung them on fences
and trees. It deposited some up to
14 miles away.
Two months later, 393 vaults
or caskets have been recovered,
along with uncounted skeletal
remains. Ninety-four individuals
known to have been buried in the
cemetery have been identified;
314 graves remain unaccounted
for.
The river has receded near this
western Missouri town of 600,

'Rabin's visit came as Arab
foreign ministers gathered in
Cairo to hear PLO chairman
Yasser Arafat speak about the
PLO- Israel accord and to decide
09 the degree of backing Arab
give to the process.
Arafat, who arrived in Egypt
on Sunday, told the ministers the
interim accord will load to an
Israeli withdrawal from all
occupied land, including Arab
east Jerusalem.

ay
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but mist of what used to be a
nine-acre cemetery is covered by
water 12 to 35 feet deep. Searchers believe it harbors the missing
remains.
Steve Shirley, president of, the
local cemetery association, said
the group is leaning toward moving what's left of the cemetery
and making the flooded area a
"memorial lake."
"(But) if the government
doesn't help pay for it, we're not
going to be able to do very
much," he said.
Some people want the water
pumped out, including Dean
Snow, the Ray County coroner.
He and Jerry Brown, an assistant
director of the Missouri Funeral
Directors Association, believe
numerous vaults and caskets lie
in about 15 feet of water.
But State Emergency Management Agency officials say pumping out the lake would be difficult because it lies below the

water table. They also say it
would be costly and could prove
fruitless — divers last month
couldn't tell what was in the
murky water.
The decision whether to pump
the water or move the cemetery is
up to the cemetery board and
SEMA, which is financing the
cemetery recovery. It has cost
about S100,000 so far.
"We're trying to go as quickly
as possible on this," SEMA
director Jerry Uhlmann said last
week. "This is a horrible situation, and we're trying to correct
it. The biggest problem is there's
no place to pump the water out to
because there's water everywhere
around it. And that area is all
level."
Only a small corner of the
cemetery survived. Now it drops
away 6 feet to a jagged, muddy
bank from which vaults and
caskets grotesquely protrude.

The floods washed away the
oldest section of the cemetery,
including a segregated part where
blacks were buried decades ago.
Many of those graves were
unmarked.

-

'

Where the 'murky water laps at
the bank, more dislodged caskets
loom just below the surface.
Toppled and broken gravestones
are everywhere in the mud and
water.
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FROM RUSSIA TO AMERICA — FROM ATHEISM TO CHRISTIANITY

Searchers find bones in the
mud daily, and Snow predicts farmers will he ploughing them up
for years to come.
A temporary morgue has been
built on the county fairgrounds.
and almost 500 families have
come to an assistance center for
counseling and to provide
descriptions of their loved ones,
how they were buried and anything that might help identify
them, Snow said.

Cable channel sweeps at 45th annual primetime Emmys
GALINA KOVAL
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PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
Six years ago, when the Emmy
Awards first opened the door for
cable television, Home Box
Office acted the part of the polite
newcomer and claimed just three
statuettes.
At Sunday's 45th Annual
Primetime Emmy Awards, an
emboldened HBO reflected the
growing strength and broad creative reach of cable TV, winning
more trophies than any of the
traditional networks: CBS, ABC
or NBC.
"I don't think the generation
growing up now is going to say
broadcast and cable," HBO
Chairman Michael Fuchs said
afterward, predicting that all TV
will be seen as a .seamless unit.
"We broke the barrier."
The cable channel won 17
Emmys, including II creative
arts awards given in a Saturday
ceremony. NBC came in second
with 16 awards, followed by CBS
with 14 and ABC with 12.
Broadcast networks have been
nervously watching their dominance ebb as viewers gain more
choices through cable. Sunday's

Emmy Awards bolstered critics'
arguments that network quality is
losing fading as well.
The ceremony, hosted by
Angela Lansbury, was broadcast
by ABC from the Pasadena Civic
Auditorium.
Big series winners with three
trophies each were NBC's "Seinfeld," named outstanding comedy series, and CBS' "Picket
Fences," which won the best drama series Emmy.
"We started off so small it's
going to be easy to thank people
because there's like two people to
thank here that even knew we
were on," said series star Jerry
Seinfeld as he accepted the
award.
"Seinfeld" costar Michael
Richards was named best supporting actor in a comedy for his
role as the eccentric Kramer.
Writer Larry David took home an
Emmy for a notorious "Seinfeld" episode about
masturbation.
Roseanne Arnold, who has
sounded off about her top-rated
series' lack of Emmys, was
named outstanding lead actress in

a comedy series for "Roseanne.''"
But she wasn't even there.
Co-star Laurie Metcalf won her
second consecutive Emmy for
supporting actress in a comedy,
giving the ABC show a total of
three awards in its five-year
history.
A trio of honors also went to
HBO's send-up of reality-based
TV movies, "The Positively True
Adventures of the Alleged TexasCheerleader Murdering Mom."
Holly Hunter was named best
actress in a miniseries or special
for the movie.
"Picket Fences" stars Tom
Skerritt and Kathy Baker, who
play husband and wife Jimmy

and Jill Brock, were honored as
best actor and actress in a drama.
Ted Danson's win as best actor
in a comedy series for "Cheers"
wasn't enough to push the NBC
series past ''The Mary Tyler
Moore Show" to become the
most-honored program in Emmy
history.
"Cheers" ended up with a total 28 awards in its 11 year run;
"Mary Tyler Moore" has 29.
Miss Moore won set a record
herself Sunday, winning her
seventh career trophy for the
Lifetime cable network movie
"Stolen Babies" to tic former
costar Ed Asner's top Emmy acting tally.

ON THE JOB AT WORLD CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION.
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From East and West
and North and South
OUR BEST AD IS STILL
"WORD OF MOUTH"!

Cordially invites you to 0(7 Open House at our New Location

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 94; Sunday 1-5

905 Sycamore St. • Murray
rtg..i A &ma

4,4 rrruti. .1

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glitnclei• at WhIlnoll

753-4175
.• -- a
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Wednesday, Sept. 22 • 10 a m -2 p.m.
Ribbon Cutting Ceremony at 10 a.m.
Love,* McConnell. Warred Agent
Sharon McConnell Wees‘, Licensed Agent
Terry fetlock. Wonted Agent
FREI

No Appornetwoni Necessary Cell 7599817

Want a haircut that won't cut
into your schedule? Come in
after work Of on weekends
. whenever it's convenient
for you
For the salon nearest
call 1 800-542 5665

you

—

Hugh Barksdale Licensed Agent

Jerry McConnell. General Agent
Jerry Sue Wolter. Secretory
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ANALYSIS

Health care plan's
success enormous
gamble for Clinton
By TERENCE HUNT
AP White House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's prescription for the
nation's health care system is a big leap into the unknown: a revolutionary, untested, controversial blueprint for changing the way
every American gets medical care.
It's a huge gamble for Clinton, who is staking so much of his
presidency on an issue about which the country is apprehensive and
divided.
It's a tremendous challenge for Congress, disdained by many
Americans as the gridlocked captive of cash-rich lobbyists and special interest groups.
And it's a lot to ask of everyday people who distrust government's ability to do anything right.
"It's hard to find anything that approaches it in contemporary
American history," said Thomas Mann, a government specialist at
the Brookings Institution. "it's staggering in us complexityand
reach. This is much more complex than the start of Social
Security."
"It's going to be a bitter campaign,— said Dr. James Todd,
executive vice president of the American Medical Association,
whose members have a big financial stake in the health care debate_
Doctors, for example, like the idea of universal coverage hu.
they oppose the notion of limiting physicians' fees or patient,
access to care.
Seven months in the making and victim of several false starts,
the plan will be unveiled by the president in a televised address to
Congress at 9 pm. Wednesday. It's the opening move in a complex
game that will be played out over many months.
Most of the plan's details already have been leaked. Clinton'5
task is to convince that nation that it should embrace the plan prepared by his wife, Hillary Rodham Clinton.
"He needs to increase pressure on Congress to bargain, to persuade a majority in both houses that doing nothing is unacceptable," said Mann. "Then it's a matter of doing the negotiating and
bargaining that will produce an acceptable majority position in both
houses."
He did all that on the budget fight — arguably a less contentious
issue — and came within a whisker of losing.
Clinton's plan promises a lot: a comprehensive benefits package
that covers all Americans and pledges that they won't lose their
coverage if they switch jobs or become seriously ill. The nightmare
of insurance claim forms and medical billing would disappear. The
37 million uninsured no longer would live in dread of an emergency trip to the hospital.
Companies would pay 80 percent of their workers' insurance
premiums and employees would pay the remainder.
The maximum employer contribution would be 7.9 percent of
payroll — great news for a company like General Motors whose
health care costs run 19 percent of payroll.
If all that sounds too good to be true, there are a lot of critics
who find plenty of fault.
The 610,000 member National Federation of Independent Business says Clinton's mandate for employers to provide health insurance would cost more than 1 million jobs as small businesses arc
forced to lay off workers rather than pay for health care.
Even the administration privately concedes that there may be
200,000 layoffs.
Liberals are unhappy about spending constraints on Medicare
and Mcdicaid. Hospitals and pharmaceutical companies don't like
looming cost controls. There are disagreements over what should
be in the benefits package.
Many Republicans and conservative Republicans say Clinton's
plan gives the federal government vast new power to limit medical
spending and take over state programs that fail to meet its goals.
Americans would have to find their way through a maze of confusing terms such as managed competition, health alliances, provider networks and global budgets.
Critics warn that many people will wind up paying more for
lower-quality health care.
Indee4 a poll by Time-CNN-Yankelovich found that most
Americans expected to pay more under Clinton's plan; 35 percent
expected that their medical care would deteriorate; 41 percent anticipated no change; and a mere 19 percent expected to do better.
Despite Congress' rejection of earlier proposals to revamp health
care, there is a recognition now that the public wants Washington
to do something — even if there's no consensus on what that
should be.
Republicans have offered their own plan, and the broad outlines
of a compromise are taking shape.
"The president is going to have an enormous obligation to be an
educator," said Stan Greenberg, a Democratic pollster who worked
for Clinton in the campaign. "People will pay enormous attention.
This is life or death for them."
And for Clinton? Greenberg says, "It's one that we have to
win."
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Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer. with the
writer't address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewriuen and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter

and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times. P.O. Boa 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

Time to pull together again
two on homes, apartments and
subdivisions has increased.
Wc are fortunate to be living in
an area where progress is the
norm. Other cities are teetering
on a fine line between life and
death.
In order for progress to continue, we have to have a major
four-lane highway access. This
these industries drive from other construction can only help. More
cities to work. The current road jobs, industry and growth could
that connects Murray and May- provide a potential boom not only
field, Ky. 121, is a narrow two- for Calloway County but for
lane that can be hazardous.
Graves, Marshall and Trigg
We are fortunate enough to counties.
have a regional medical center
However, in order for all these
here.
wonderful things to happen, we
Murray-Calloway County Hoshave to make a united stand and
pital has more than 60 physicians
everyone in the state of Kenlet
who serve several counties in
tucky know we are serious about
Kentucky and Tennessee. Howevthis highway.
er, access to the hospital is someA few people will not make as
what stifled because of an
of an impression as 100
big
inadequate highway access.
people.
Finally, Murray draws a large
I'm sure city and county offinumber of tourists. The city is
close to several golf courses, cials would greatly appreciate
your support. If there is any way
Kenlake State Park, the National
attend the Thursday
possible,
and
TVA's
Scouting Museum
meeting.
Land Between The Lakes. TourFor those who cannot attend
ism continues to grow year after
but would like state authorities to
year and a four-lane highway
would only improve the industry. know they support the Murray
In the six years I have lived in route, call or write the Department of Highways in Paducah
Murray. I have seen the city grow
by leaps and bounds. Businesses and Don Kelly, Secretary of
continue to spring up. Construe- Transportation, in Frankfort.

In the past it seems residents of
Calloway County have pulled
CROOKED LINE-;
together when the need was there.
Once again, we have a need.
Plans are underway for a new
four-lane highway that would
connect Cadiz and Mayfield. One
Stacey Crook
of the three routes being prop.d irrv,
Imes 6i.a
osed runs just north of Murray.
This type of highway access
would benefit the county for council and fiscal court highyears to come. However, there lighted some of those reasons
when they passed resolutions
are two other routes that are
supporting the road.
being considered.
First. Murray is one of the
If we are going to get a major
highway to run through this largest cities in west Kentucky. It
county, we have to make a stand -is home to the only regional fouryear institution in this area.
and let everyone in Frankfort
Murray State University draws
know how desperately we need
approximately 8,000 students to
this project.
this -city - every semester.
A public hearing is scheduled
Yet, the city is not accessible
for Thursday night. I am urging
by way of a major thoroughfare.
everyone who can to attend this
Additionally, with the coming
meeting. It begins at 7 p.m. in
Freed Curd Auditorium in the of a new Regional Special Events
Martha Layne Collins Center for Center, the only one of its kind in
far west Kentucky, access will be
Industry and Technology at Mureven more important.
ray State University.
Furthermore, one of the
Believe it or not, one voice
nation's largest truck lines, Pasdoes make a difference. If engichall Truck Lines, is headquarneers as well as state and local
tered in this county. Moreover,
officials see how important this
Murray and Mayfield are home to
route is to Calloway Countians. I
15 other major industries.
think it will make a difference
A new four-lane highway
when the final decision is made.
would make distribution much
There are a number of reasons
easier.
why tho route that runs nearest to
I know many employees of
Murray is so important. The city
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Much ado about nothing much
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — At
a rally early this month for Dayicss County judge-executive candidate Bill Froehlich, speakers
accused Republican incumbent
Buzz Norris of-a host of political
sins.
In so many words, Norris was
accused of fiscal and managerial
incompetence, being untrustworthy and generally an impediment
to the progress of his community.
Gov. Brereton Jones. also on
hand, had the temerity to suggest
that Norris also had the poor
judgment of being registered in
the wrong party and that didn't
help him when calling on state
government.
Here's what Jones actually
said: "I can't think of anything
much more useless than a Republican judge-executive trying to
do business in Frankfort." He
went onto say that Republican
county officials sometimes have
to wait a little longer than their
Democratic counterparts to get
their calls returned from the
Capitol.
Inexplicably, Jones' remarks
have become the subject of
intense controversy.
Daviess County Republicans,
of course, were indignant.
(They should not, however,
have been surprised. The facts
arc self-evident. Even Norris
himself admitted that he often
used Democratic intermediaries
to make contacts in state
government.)
Jones quickly tried to backtrack and assure everyone that
partisan politics doesn't mean
anything in Frankfort.

CA1IT01, IDEAS

Mark R. CheLlgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
None of this makes sense.
Of course partisan politics
makes a difference. That's why
it's partisan. That's why they
have elections. That's why there
are Republicans and there are
Democrats.
Granted, sometimes it might be
difficult to tell the two apart in
theory, but in practice it works
like this: When Democrats win,
Democrats benefit and Republicans suffer. When - Republicans
win, Republicans benefit and
Democrats suffer.
Now, the Republicans don't
often win in Frankfort, or much
of anywhere else in Kentucky for
that matter. So maybe Republicans are just out of practice. But
for them to complain that Jones
would dare to state the obvious is

the height of political conceit.
Not content to let the issue stay
down in Daviess County, the
House Republican leadership
weighed in late last week. Reps.
Tom Jensen, C.D. Noland and
Danny Ford delivered a sermon
of sorts on "basic concepts of
democracy," "majority rule"
and "minority rights."
You'd think Jones had barred
registered Republicans from the
Capitol.
(The trio did get off one good
shot at Jones, the ex-Republican
legislator from West Virginia.
"Of all people, I would have
thought would understand this,
having served as the leader of the
minority party in the West Virginia legislature," they said.)
"Elected Republican officials

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1333—Lauiriwngt Moe Building: Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
US. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Orrice Building. Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
MITCH
McCONNELL
SEN.
U.S.
120 Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

serve millions' of Kentuckians,"
the letter said. "To suggest that
these Kentuckians will be punished for exercising their freedom
of choice at the ballot box reeks
of an authoritarian and elitist attitude that has no place in
government."
There was no suggestion that
Jones was doing any such thing.
He wasn't punishing anyone in
Daviess County. As a representative of the majority Democrats,
Jones was simply reminding citizens there' of the error of their
ways.
This isn't high tea. This is
politics. Ideas and philosophies
and candidates collide and the
voters get to choose a winner —
who gets the pot — and a loser
— who says, "Deal."
The House Republicans themselves unwittingly made Jones'
point again in their letter to the
governor.
"By the way, Don Blandford
was quoted several years ago in
Daviess County as saying, 'There
is nothing more useless in the
Kentucky General Assembly than
a Republican,' His seat in the
legislature is now being ably represented by a member of the
GOP."
True. But when do you suppose Mark Treesh will be able to
create, get built and then expand
a community college in his district like Blandford did?
Mark R. Cbellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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Murray Primary PTO will have its annual Back to School open
house on Tuesday, Sept. 21, from 6 to 7 p.m. Primaries I and II
will meet in cafetena and Primaries III and IV in classrooms at
Roberuon and Caner. PTO officers are Daniel Swectman, president, Debbie Wagoner, vice president, Karen Duncan, secretary,
and Jan Tatters, treasurer.

Democratic meeting today
Calloway County Democratic Executive Committee will meet
today (Monday) at 5:30 p.m. at Louie's Steakhouse, Murray. All
committee members and interested persons are invited to attend.
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Free tests will not be given
Free blood pressure checks will NOT be given Tuesday, Sept.
21, from noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church.
This free service of the church is being cancelled Tuesday because
of the construction work there.
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East Council meeting Tuesday
East Calloway Elementary School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will meet Tuesday, Sept. 21, at 3 p.m. at East School. The
agenda will include reports from various design teams, school
transformation, and planning guide book. Jim Feltner, principal,
urges all members ,and interested persons to attend.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Allen of Hardin announse the apprimshing ma
nage of their daughter, Marta Gayle Allen. to [win Stanley Hansen,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tracy Hansen of St. Johns, An/.
The wedding will take place on Saturday. Sept. 25, at 6 p.m at
Trinity Full Gospel Church.
A reception will follow at the church.
All relatives and friends arc invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Story Hours scheduled
Story Hours -will be at 1030 a.m. and Parents and Twos at 9:30
a.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday. Sept. 21 and 22, at Calloway
County Public Library. The theme this week will be "Fall Is Here,"
according to Sandy L. Linn, children's program leader. For more
information call the library at 753-2288.

Ladies plan events

Retired Employees change meeting

Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf and bridge on
Wednesday, Sept. 22.
Bridge will be played at 9:10
a.m. For reservations or cancellations call Eva Morris.
Golf will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Marion Poole and
Louise Lamb as hostesses.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. If a person is unable to play, please call
one of the hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Inus Orr. Betty Lowry,

Retired employees of Local 1068 of UAW-AFL-C10 will meet
Tuesday, Sept. 21, at noon at Ellis Center instead of Sirloin Stockade as previously announced. A potluck meal will be served. All
retirees of this local and other locals and their spouses are invited
to attend.

Special recital on Tuesday
The Faculty Scholarship Recital to benefit music students in the
Department of Music at Murray State University will be presented
on Tuesday, Sept. 21, at 8 p.m. at Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU. Admission will be $5 for adults and S2 for all
students including MSU students with ID.

CCHS Council will meet

Frances Hulse and Betty Jo Purdom,
Te• 3 - Mary Bogard. Ionia Fike,
Betty Stewart and Jennifer Crouse.
Toe 4 • Evelyn Jones. Venela Sexton, Dianna Vilianova and Mary O'Day,
Tee 5 • Toni Hopson, Cathryn Garrott, Margaret Shuffett and Faure
Alexander,
Ti. 6 - Nancy Haverstock. Edith

Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday, Sept. 22, at 4 p.m. in the home economics room of the school. Jerry Ainley, principal, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Singles (SOS) plans activities
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have_activ.itics_this.
week'. On Tuesday the group will meet -a17 rii at ChamIer of
Commerce Centre. Speaker Charlie Blair will present a program on
"Overcoming Shyness." The country western dance lessons at Bordertown will be on Friday, Sept. 24. On Saturday, Sept. 25, the
group will meet at 5:30 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre to
carpool/caravan to Seve's house for a hayride and cookout with
each one to bring a dish to share. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will he Wednesday,
Sept. 22.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.

Kelleher boy
born Sept. 6
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Kelleher of
Murray are the parents of a son,
Andrew Douglas Kelleher, born
on Monday, Sept. 6, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
four ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former
Treva Reagan. Two older
brothers are Matt, 9, and Jordan,
7.
Maternal grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Dalles Reagan of
Bloomfield, Mo. Paternal grandmother is Mrs. Amber Mansker
of Murray. Paternal greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs
Raymond Holt of Rt. 1, Dexter.

Cheerleader Clinic planned
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Courtney boy
born Sept. 5
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, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Courtney
of 712 Elm St., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Charles Gentry
Courtney, born on Sunday, Sept.
5, at 8:17 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds two ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother 13 the former Julie Perry.
Grandparents are Charles and
Aline Courtney, Mayfield, and
Robert Perry and R01111 Perry,
both of Hopkinsville.

poms. Awards will be given to all
participants.
To register call any MHS
cheerleader or 753-1564.
Registration will be from 9 to
9:30 a.m. on Saturday. The fee
for the clinic will be SIO per person. Each one is asked to bring a
sack lunch. Drinks will be
provided.
othilftilly1111

COUPON

FALL

Louise lamb and Rowena

Ti. 8 Rainey Apperson Norma
Frank Betty Scott and Billie Cohoon
Tee 9 Peggy Shoemamer Frances
Richey Martha Sue Ryan and Pat
Claypool,
Tie 17 - Lois Keller Marion Poole
and Beth Belote
Ti. 18 • Ann Brown Rebecca rvan
and Rebecca West

at 9:30 a m with Sue Lamb as
hostess.
Pairings will he made at the
teeThe Ladies' Fall Lathes Golf
Tournament will he Saturday.
Sept. 25, at 9:30 a m.
To register, persons may call
Sue Lamb, 492-8527, or Grace
James. 753-3416, or sign up at
the club pro shop. Pairings will
be listed on Thursday or Friday.
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Murray Optimist Club/6 Ill
p m illorneplase Restaurant
Murray Quilt lovers/6 pm /Callow ay
County Public I ihrary
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
pm /American I egion 11+11, South Sixth
and Maple Streets
Health Etprecs of Murray Callow as
County Hospital/Dexter Senior
CenierN I I 10 a rn and Crawford's Secs
Lice Station, 1 '.nn Gros e/ 3 pm
menl Support Group/4 10
pm
duxation I nit. Murray Calloway
County llospilal
Cancer Support Group meeting/1
p m /Educational Unit of Murray
Calloway Counts Hospital Infor162 1189
or 762 1447
Murray Art Guild business meetingrl
pm at Guild House
Calloway County Publii. 1 ibran es ents
Irk lude Parents and 1 scosist Ii) a m and
Story !hurl() 10 a ro
Weather Nest Kentucky Museum/open
X Ill am 4 Is pm
land Between the takes (-semi include
Planetarium Show/II a ni and 2
pm /Visitor Center, Iron Industry/I0 30
a m and I 10 p fel /110111eplaLe, \ational
Ilometoming Ride a m /Wranglers Rid
irig Camp
A
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Kreative KidS

fonteSt!
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props into

prize winning portrait
Cal or come by for more &tads.
Contest Deadtirsc Sept. 30

OriacwOM
sIu0,0
Dixieland Center
(In the Breezeway)
Murray, Ky. • 753-7050

OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

Bailey & Dean Cillihan

Robin Westerman &

L.t.t.,Young

Lisa Williams & Orlando Valdes
For all bridal registries,"Seleetiona"
will gives6 pc. place setting oftheir
chosen china or stoneware.Come by
or call for details.
-tielt•cti.,na- is NI array a exc
hi.op Int
chm•, crystal. silver.pt..ter am,i.ersary
oils, baby Iona,chddnen dnduaG and knit&
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10 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon Sat.
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SALE A

20% OFF STOREWIDE

$3995

September 16-25
Inus and Marilyn would like to give you personal attention when
selecting your wardrobe for Homecoming.

Carpet Cleaning & Building Maintenance
Offer Expires 10/1093 474-8339
."

Anonymuus/6

Rebekah Brock & Marc. 11u,Isette

TREASURE HOUSE

0,1101141111
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OUR BRIDAL
REGISTRY

THE

CLEANING SPECIAL

BE S'

Retirees of Local 106X and other locals
it I SW AEI Cl() meet/noon potluck/
I Ills Center
Cancelled today is Free blood pressure
checks/noon 2 pm /Murray Seventh Day
Adsentist Church
First Baptist Church events include
Mother's Dar Out/9 am and 1 pm

Winners of play on Wednesday, Sept IS, have been released
by Frances Hulse and Betty Jo
Purdom, hostesses, as follov.s
Championship flight winner Tonja Fike;
First flight winner - Venda
Sexton;
Second flight winner - Norma
Frank:
Third flight winner - Rowena
Cullom;
Overall low putts - Mars
O'Day

Carpet Cleaned Deep Steam Extraction
Two Rooms and Hail

law

pi rn
(rSupport
Group/6 15
m !basement of East Baptist Church
Tuesday, Sept. 21
Faculty Recital to benefit music
students/14 pm /hind! Recital Hall, Doyle
line Arts Center. Murray Stare
I. nisersity
Advisory Council of Family Resource
Center+4 pm /East Calloway Elementary
cchool
SMusi Department of Murray Woman's
Cluts/7 p m /club house
Murray
Primary PTO/6 7
p m itoricnson and Carter Centers
Quilt Lovers/6 p m /Calloway County
Public I 'Nary
Murray State I nisersIty Women's
Sww.sety+sialad supper/6 10 p m /Faculty
Club. \orth 14th Street
Alpha Mu 104760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha
N
Inuterrnation
,mg tiaolm eSoroxity/6 pm /West View

Turn uour

The Murray Association of Life Underwriters will sponsor a Life
Underwriters Training Class (LUTC), titled "Personal Lines,"
beginning in October. This qualifies for 24 continuing education
units upon completion, as well as advancing you toward your
LUTCF designation. For more information contact Sharon Worster,
Public Relations Chair at 753-4199, Tracy McKinney, LUTC Chair,
or Michael White, Education Chair at 753-9379.

The Murray High School
Cheerleaders will sponsor their
annual Cheerleading Clinic for
persons, ages 5 and up, on Saturday, Sept. 25, from 9:30 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Murray High School,
Doran Road and Sycamore Street.
The clinic will include instruction in cheerleading skills,
cheers, sidelines, jumps and porn

Garrison.
Cullom

Oaks'events planned

Training Class scheduled

.stion that
uch thing.
anyone in
:epresentakmocrats,
nding citi,r of thcir

rn is the
'dent for
5.

Wedding on Saturday

Advisory Council of Family Resource Center will meet Tuesday.
Sept. 21, at 4 p.m. at the center-at East Calloway Elementary
School. Donna Herndon, director, urges all members and interested
persons to attend.
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Marla Gayle Allen and
Dewin Stanley Hansen to marry

Advisory Council will meet

rklE
,
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Tuesday, Sept. 21
First I. ailed Methodist Church esents
include Stewardship and Finance
Committees/1 pm
FIrs• Christian Church esents include
Adult prayer time for y outh/I am +parlor
SI. Julia's Episcopal Church esents
include Es ening Prayer'S IS pm
Murray Planning Commission/7
p m /Murray City hail
East Calloway I !mental
,
. S,hool Site
Based Council/1 p m +school
Southwest Calloway Elementary School
Site Based Counsi1/5 30 p m /school
Hazel Center open 10 am 2 pm for
senior otiiens' actisities
Wesks Community Center open X a m 4
pm for senior citt/ens aw.iis dies
Calloway County Middle School Sesenth
tirade hosts Graves. County /6 pm and
Eighth Grade hosts Murray /6 pm. in loot
ball games
Singles Organizational soi.muy (SOS /7
p m /Chamber of Cornmer‘e
Info/leanne,753 0224
18)82/Knights of Columbus
building
Coffer B•rikry I() a m 'Martin's Chapel
Lnited Methodist Church
TOPS 134Thirst Presbyterian Chur.h6
p m Ink)," c3i) 9464

Murray Chapter ot Protcassorsal Secrets
nes Intematio6+1/6 p nu /Business Build
mg. Room 202, Murra State I nisersity
Inlo7 I 43+26
Murray •Calloway County Parks
Board/5 10 pm Murro, City hail
Kings,. Water ‘411C% Volunteer Fire
Department/6 10 p m ;Water Valley CONTI
munity Center
Memorial Ilaptict Church esents include
Puppets/8 pm
First t rated Methodist Church csenis
Ans.lude Re•xii Dux Callers /1114 pus,
Adult Dis,iplc Bible Study/6 p m ,
Imendship/Ilannah with 1 Ilts.h/7 pm
First Christian Church events include
Hoy Scout troop 77 at 6 30 pm
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
pm Murray Calloway County llospitall
AA and Al-Anon dosed discussion
meeting/IS pm /Americus Lefton Budding. South Sixth and Maple Streets
Inlor 5 3 8136 or 415 1314
North Calloway Elementary School Site
based Dec sum Making Council/6

Murray Primary PTO to meet

to conmajor
S. This
p. More
h could
riot only
but for
Trigg

Monday, Sept. 20
Murray Lodge So. 105 Free and
Accepted Mas,dis" 10 pm /lodge hall
Theta Department of Murray Woman's
Club!'? pm "club house
Single Tools lO p m /1.oure's Steak
House Info1k snnona, 'St 7845, or Joe.
I sr 417'

Come by and see our fashions by...
'City Girl
'Eva Sportswear
•Lucia
*Sharon Young
*That's Mc
•Mattl
'Liz Claiborne Handbags
'Robbie Sport
*Oleg Cassini Dresses
'Focus

-3
_47

Aren't You 1/._e_orri__.
Glad There's INW-..114fi

.41113
Inus Orr & Marilyn

Ir.i%is

Sizes 3 to 20
Dixieland (enter On Chestnut • Murray • 753-2720 • Mon.-Sat. 10-S
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SPORTS
Racers snap losing streak with 17-14 win
Mosby, defense give
Nutt first coaching win
By DAVID RAMEY
RACERS 17, SE Missouri 14
Stall Writer
3 1 0 1-14
81981841
Houston Nutt's first win as
II S 7 7-0
1. 43
14
808a0
34
04414$
head coach of the Murray State
11.140-11488•44 I? ita Pk* WW1
11134.3-40 1:01 21
Racers won't be hanging in a
118U—iiisca 22 pm howl Mosby (DO luck)
21 poss from 141$413$ 100 hod)
museum as a work of art anytime
0:iinas 27
1"
=
l Ald 30401
soon.
SE/10-5ikey Mosby 0048•0 b
But it will be hanging with
A--3.718
pride in Stewart Stadium.
8E10 IHNJ
9
23
RFC door
The Racers found themselves
315103 52-200
Rushes-$4.110
113
220
in a strange place after SaturPima,
15
RA" Yards
day's 17-14 win over Southeast
1121-I14-22-2
C43483-84-1r4
5.229 311
RIM
Missouri — in first place in the
3-2
2-0
koriblos-Lost
11 74
9-75
Ohio Valley Conference.
etriabs41wile
33 17
25 43
al
Mrs
Possiesion
Wins have been in short supply
11101VIOUAL STAT1117101
in recent years for the Racers,
Rusmaris—st 18488An. Andersco 12-58 Eases
7-19, Jones 1-2. $1c4sols0r 1-2 PIA*, 1 3 104
who hadn't notched a victory
1-2 Yuma" St McGo.an 23-72
es* 11111.
Mot" 10-40. Co. II-25. Blond 1 I?. Supt.:pew",
since Oct. 3 of last year, against
SEG. Roes 1-11
Austin Pcay.
PASS003—SE likecool 1440•40A 10-21-113 $10
rap C 193Oa3p 14-133220 %deo, 0-2-0 1.1cCoo~
"We were fortunate," Nutt
0.1.0
31ECEIY*03—SE Mown Irsion 1-32 Antlenon
admitted after the Racers had to
2-31 C34•60.54 2-I3 Morgan 344 Pk. 14
wait until the final play to outlast
Ficherlsori 1.1S Wriirf Si 1469 5-130 Siiiipoid
3-34, Blend 2-15 14-Govan 1-1 Maw 1-22 Co.
the Indians. "It's going to help
1-10, Scot:croup 1-1-31
this team to win one like this."
Nutt didn't want to take a
Murray State trailed 9-0 in the
at punting the ball deep in
chance
two
used
Racers
the
but
first half,
his own territory.
second halt touchdowns to rally
"I knew they were coming on
for the win. Even so, Murray had
to rely on a game saving tackle an all-out block. They got close
from defensive back Beau Brown twice," Nutt said. "There wasn't
any way I was going to put this
to hold on to the win,
game in jeopary. There wasn't
Quarterback Butch Mosby had
way I was going to do that. I
any
Racer,
a
as
ever
me
his best-ga
throwing for 220 yards on a put the ball in the hands of the
14-of-19 performance that won guy who had been dealing with it
him OVC Player of the Week all night."
After the safety, MSU kicker
honors. In the second half, he hit
tight end Xaiver Shepherd and Chris Dill backed the Indians up
wide receiver Norman Mason for on the SEMO 38. After Southeast
touchdowns, and also carried 10 quarterback Shane Kennedy was
sacked, he connected with Wartimes for 40 yards.
He also scored two points for ren Richardson over the middle,
who then pitched to SEMO's
SEMO.
With the Racers holding a talented tailback Kelvin
17-12 lead in the closing seconds, Anderson.
Anderson, who rushed for over
Mosby took a long snap from
200
yards against the Racers last
from
the
down
center on fourth
Murray 22 and ran to the end
• See Page 7
zone to take a safety.

Calloway girls
take PTHS 4-0
for third victory
PADUCAH — Lady Laker
Carrie Bell played a major role
in the getting the Calloway
County girls soccer team back
on the winning track Saturday
afternoon, scoring three goals
in the team's 4-0 win over
Paducah Tilghman.
Bell scored the Lady Lakers' first three goals and
assisted on the last as Calloway went to 3-4 on the season
with a game at Murray High
next on Tuesday.
Bell's first goal came unassisted just one minute, 19 seconds into the game. Tracey
West assisted on Bell's second
goal, while Erin Grogan
chipped in on the third.
Jennifer Dowdy made it 4-0
when she scored off a pass
from Bell.
Calloway outshot Paducah
Tilghman 28-6 and goalkeeper
Mitzi Rickman made five
saves.
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Ball, boy
and No. 1
career win
Houston Nutt left Roy Stewart Stadium with his hands full
Saturday night at 11:06 p.m.
He had the game ball under
one arm and his young son,
Houston III, under the other.
Does it get any better?
Nutt and his Racers have
come a long way in the short
1993 season, especially when
you consider how Nutt left
Stewart Stadium two weeks
ago after an unsuccessful
debut: a pizza box under one
arm and his son under the
other.

STEVE
PARKER
Sports Ecktor

STEVE PARKER/Ledge' & T)rnes photo

the number of
Murray State head coach Houston Nutt Is carried off the field by his players while signifying
Saturday's
after
occupies
now
team
his
which
Conference
Valley
Ohio
the
in
spot
the
and
career wins he has
17-14 win.

Smith is back, and so are Cowboys
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Add one Emmitt Smith to the
Dallas lineup. Add one victory to
the Cowboys' record.
No that Smith was his usual
superstar self Sunday night. He
didn't have to be with Troy Aikman, Alvin Harper, Michael Irvin
and, yes, Derrick Lassie having

big games in a 17-10 victory at from Alabama who has played
well as Smith's replacement, had
Phoenix.
The champion Cowboys lost - both touchdowns, while Aikman
was on the way to a 21 -for-27
their first two games with Smith
holding out. He signed a S13.6 night for 281 yards. Harper
million, four-year contract on caught six passes for 136 and
Irvin added five for 74.
Thursday, but was on the sideline
"I wanted to stay patient,"
when the game began.
said Smith, who rushed for 45
By the time he did appear, with
yards on eight carries. "But once
6:21 left in the third quarter, Dalkickoff came, I got antsy to
the
rookie
the
las led 17-7. Lassie,
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Cape Central downs Tigers
for another Pepsi Classic title
championship game defending
Murray Ledger & Times
their goal. Central ripped off 15
to Murray's three in taking
shots
Central
(Mo.)
Cape Girardeau
halftime lead.
2-0
a
is starting to get accustomed to
standing around in the
After
Ty
—
home
their ol' Kentucky
Weatherly said his
half,
first
Holland Stadium.
some spark in the
showed
Tigers
Central, beating Bowling
45
minutes.
final
sucround,
first
the
in
3-0
Green
Central scored first in the seccessfully defended their Murrayhalf to take a 3-0 lead before
ond
Saturday
crown
Pepsi Invitational
got on the board thanks
Murray
evening with a 3-1 victory over
kick.
penalty
a
to
host Murray High.
Tiger junior Roman Shapla
-They're an excellent team —
up in the goal box
the best team we've played this was tripped
Weatherly conMatt
senior
and
James
coach
head
year," Murray
kick to cut
penalty
the
verted
Weatherly said. "They have skill,
3-1.
to
lead
Central's
with
loaded
speed and they're
In the second half, Murray shot
seniors.
with Central as both teams
even
"They were clearly the best
off eight apiece.
ripped
tournament."
the
in
team
now must get read to
Murray
Murray, which beat Cape Notre
Calloway County in a
rival
host
morning's
Saturday
in
Dame 3-1
District game TuesSecond
key
semifinal, spent most of the

day night at Ty Holland Stadium.
They will be without senior midfielder David Gressler who was
ejected from the championship
game.
• • • •
In the Tigers' 3-1 semifinal
win over Cape Notre Dame, Murray scored two unanswered goals
in the second half to spell the
difference.
Weatherly gave Murray a 1-0
lead on a deflection but Notre
Dame came right back to tie it at
I-I.
In the second half, Shapla took
a through pass from Stephen
Crouch and beat the Notre Dame
keeper to put Murray up 2-1.
Later, Ryan Clark hustled past a
fallen defender to chase down a
Gressler pass and put Murray up
3-1.

ir AMP
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Murray High
defender in

STEVE PARKER/Lot:1w a Tomos photo
Junior Roman Shapla, right, works around a Notre Dame
the Tigers' 3-1 semifinal win.
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"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

75384703
Bob
Cornelison
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PREP SOCCER

Staff Report

get in there. I have to admit I was
nervous ... I could feel the
butterflies."
The defense was stingy, holding Phoenix (1-2) to 68 yards
rushing.
Tonight, Denver is at Kansas
City.
Eight teams had byes this week

"Isn't it sweet!," Nutt proclaimed throughout a jubilant
Racer locker room after securing his first career coaching
victory.
Saturday's 17-14 victory
over Southeast Missouri signified many firsts for the Racer
program.
After much public speculation and several unimpressive
performances, senior Butch
Mosby emerged as a true leader and the undisputed starting
quarterback for the Racers.
After one year away from
football and weeks of rehabilitation, freshman receiver Norman Mason showed all 5,798
fans why Nutt has been calling
him everything but Jerry Rice.
The two linked up for a
spectacular third-quarter score
that lifted a heavy burden off
of a cold Racer offense.
"It doesn't matter how we
played tonight," Mosby said.
"Nothing beats the feeling of
winning."
Mosby's "winning ugly"
remark was right on the
money. One look at his passing style and you can see how
many passing records he owns:
None. However, the only spi-

Call 7534563
For

Installation and Service

512 South 12th St., Murray

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
*Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
oCall Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461
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SPORTS

BRIEFS
Morehead wins first; WKU tops Peay
Morehead State scored 28 points in the second half to rout West
Virginia Tech 52-14 at Morehead for their first win of die season
after lopsided losses to Marshall and Alabama-Binningharn.
In other games, Western Kentucky edged Austin Pay 28-27,
Indiana downed Kentucky 24-8 and Louisville upended Arizona
State 35-17.
The Hilltoppers (2.1) avoided the upset when Waylon Coleman's
interception in the final seconds foiled a 2-point conversion attempt
by Austin Pcay. The Governors (1-2) had pulled 40 within 28-27 on
James Upton's I -yard run with 30 second left.
In other action, Butler edged Georgetown 24-21, Evansville
whipped Kentucky Wesleyan 35-14, Maryville downed Centre
27-21, Olivet Nazarene outlasted Cumberland, Ky., 35-28, Thomas
More defeated Wilmington, Ohio, 42-24. Knoxville beat Kentucky
State 35-13, Middle Tennessee. routed Campbellsville 70-13,
Union, Ky., downed Lambuth 36-23 and Bethel, Tenn., beat Sue
Benneu 36-14.
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By BEN WALKER
AP Spoils Writer
The Montreal Expos were
down to their last chance of the
game, and maybe their last
chance of the season.
Down, but not out.
Instead, Wil Corder° kept
Montreal in the middle of the NL
East race, hitting a two-run single
with two outs in the bottom of
the ninth inning that beat firstplace Philadelphia 6-5.
Rather than slipping six games
behind the Phillies with only 13
left to play, the Expos closed to
four games back. Montreal won
twice in the three-game set, their
last games of the year against

trailed 5-4 this time going into
Philadelphia.
"This was the hardest series the ninth.
With one out, Delino
I've ever played in my life," said
singled off Williams
DeShields
Montreal's Larry Walker, who
second. After roostole
and
(3-6)
reached base in the ninth on a
walked, WalkWhite
Rondell
kie
key error. "The young kids on
baseman John
first
to
grounded
this team never give up. We just er
off
caromed
ball
The
Kruk.
keep plugging along, never say
and Walker slid
chest
Kruk's
die."
to
"We have to look at the posi- h:aildli-afimrss.t to beat Kruk's throw
Dartive side," Phillics catcher
Williams, however, insisted
ren Daulton said. "This series
base umpire Charlie Wilfirst
was a good experience, good to
be involved, in even if we lost liams missed the call.
two of three."
The Expos, who lost 5-4 Saturday night when they left a runner
on third base in the ninth inning
against Mitch Williams, also

SCOREBOARD

Jane Rogers Ins.
(next 10

11

Stets Farm Insurance Compsnlos
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

PRO FOOTBALL

MAJOR LEAGUES

oat°
STEVE PARKE FVLedtiet & Times

official out on a fake reverse play that
Murray State running back Tim Scarborough (22) even faked the
Missouri at Stewart Stadium.
netted 21 yards In Saturday's 17-14 win over Southeast
posed to go to David over the
middle, but I took a chance and
went deep and Matt was there."
A penalty pushed the Racers
back, but on third-and-19 from
the SEMO 22, Mosby tossed deep
to Norman Mason, the standout
freshmen from Paducah Tilghman. Mason's diving grab in the
end zone put Murray up 10-9
after Dill's PAT.
"It's a simple takeoff play,"
Nutt said. "Norman kept telling
me, 'Coach, I can beat this DB
deep,' So I said Norman, 'I hear
you.' I wasn't worry about Norman as much as 1 was
protection."
The Racer defense forced a
quick SEMO punt, and Mosby hit
Hall again to move the Racers
inside the SEMO 20, but Hall
fumbled on the play. But again,
SEMO was forced to punt by the
defense, and Mosby directed a
10-play, 60-yard drive that featured him sprinting out for gains
against the Indians. Mosby's running set up a 23-yard scoring
screen pass for Shephard that put
Murray up 17-9 with 8:53 to
play.
"We had it last week, and it
should have been a touchdown,"
Nutt said. "This week, we ran it
just once in practice, and I
thought about not calling it,

— Miami, Buffalo, the New York
Jets, Indianapolis, Chicago, Tampa Bay, Green Bay and
Minnesota.
Cowboys'17, Cardinals 10
LASSiC played well in what may
have been his last starting assignment for quite some time.
"If my starting career is over,
I'm going out on top. I just felt
much more comfortable this week
knowing Emmitt was here and
that everything wasn't on my
shoulders," Lassie said.
Browns 19, Raiders,. 16
At Los Angeles,, Vinny Testaverde finally looked like a
Heisman Trophy winner and top

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
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together. We had been wanting to
because I had visions of a guy
going the other way 90 yards for come together for the last two
weeks, and we did that tonight.
a touchdown."
We still have to work hard, but
Instead, Shcphard got blocks
we're making a lot of strides."
and got into the end zone.
"We ran a few stunts on the
The Indians answered. A
outside that they couldn't
roughing the passer penalty, and
a long pass to Aaron Layton, set handle," linebacker Allen Johnup a 27-yard field goal by Devins son said. "We've got a pretty fast
with 6:26 left that made it 17-12. defense."
And the Racers also were makMurray's Waynce McGowan
then fumbled on the Murray 29, ing big plays offensively as well.
but Scott picked off a Kennedy They held the ball for over 33
pass after he wrestled the ball minutes, was 10 of 16 on third
away from Morgan.
down and averaged 5.1 yards per
"He's real fast and he's kind of
play. However, some key mistakes kept Murray from putting
strong too. When he grabbed the
ball, I grabbed it, too," Scott said. more points on the board — like
11 penalties by MSU.
"I was telling him to let it go. I
"It's just sloppy football, and
pulled it out, and it bounced out,
and I got on it in the end zone." you can't have that. It's pee wee
stuff, and we're going to correct
Scott's two interceptions were
that," Nutt said. "That's coachpart of a big play Racer defense
that held SEMO to just 9 first ing, and we've got to get that
downs and only 62 yards rushing. done."
Nutt also pointed out Murray
"Good things are going to haphad some young lineman in after
pen when you go to the ball."
injuries. A total of 12 players
Scott said. "We've been lacking
who saw action Saturday will
in big plays. And every time we
miss practice tonight, and defenmake a big play, it changes the
sive tackle David Leavell and
momentum of the game."
offensive tackle Scan Coleman
Up front, the Racers harrasscd
may miss Saturday's game at
Kennedy all night, and sacked
Middle Tennessee.
him four times.
Despite the cost, a win was a
"I was real proud of the
welcomed _sight.
defense," senior defensive line"It's a start," Nutt said. "We're
man Joe Lepsis said. "We came
not going to be talking about how
we're this and that. We're not
King Kong by any means. We've
got a long way to go."
Murray State.
"We've got so many guys that
can make the big plays, I just got
my turn tonight," said Mason,
Miss your paper?
who has one career reception and
one career TD.
Subscribers who have not
"Everyone told me I'd have
received their home-delivered
trouble with Norman, but since
copy of the Murray Ledger
he's been here he's been nothing
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
but a pleasure to coach," Nutt
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
said of his budding star.
Saturday are urged to call
Mason didn't play football last
753-1916 and ask for the ciryear, returning to Paducah Tilghculation department between
man to earn his degree and
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
become eligible in case anybody
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
might want to take a shot on him.
Nutt did, and Mason has turned
things around. For him and the
Racers.
"I feel a lot better about
myself," he said with a satisfied
smile.
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pick in the draft, which he was
six years ago. Not that it will get
him a starting spot ahead of Bernie Kosar.
Kosar was lifted after going
8-for-17 for 71 yards. Testaverde
finished 10-for-22 for 159 yards,
including a 90-yard drive to make
it 16-10.
Chargers 16, Oilers 17
John Carney set an NFL record
for consecutive field goals at 29
by making six against visiting
Houston (1-2). The final one,
from 27 yards with 3 seconds
remaining, gave the Chargers a
2-1 record.
Seahavsks 17, Patriots 14
No. 1 vs. No. 2 — draft picks.
that is.
The Seahawks, with the seCond
overall selection last April, toot
Rick Mira after Drew Bledsoe
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10 Minute Oil Change

We don't
cut corners
to save
money, but
you can.

•

Bring in this coupon and get'3 off any
service wa provide. That's right, '3
off any oil change, brake service,
transmission service...etc. Will #
do 11 right, and will do it right nowl

Your ticket
to a secure
retirement.
For a recorded message
of current rate information, call
1-800-4US BOND
ik 1-800-487-2663

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
II
Pet
604
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690
507
463 71
419 29
316 40

Manta
San F wawa
140AIDA
Lea Angeles
Cinemas
Colorado
San Nair

z

went to New England. Mirer was
12-for-16 for 117 yards and one
touchdown before leaving with
blurred vision in the third quarter. Bledsoe was 20-for-44 for
240 yards and a score, but was
intercepted twice.
49ers 37, Falcons 30
Steve Young did things conventionally, with three TD passes, and unconventionally, catching his own deflected pass to set
up Ricky Watters' 2-yard TD run.
Eagles 34, Redskins 31
At Philadelphia, Calvin Williams' third touchdown reception
with 4 seconds kit lifted the
Eagles (3-0). Williams. who
caught eight passes for 181 yards.
made a leaping 10-yard reception
Randall Cunningham td a big
day completing 25 of 39 for 360
yards.
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Tim Scott (7-2) was the winning pitcher.

305 N. 12th St., Murray

opposite of Mosby — a gameFROM PAGE 6
breaker.
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er,
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to be playing football at
happy
game as a Racer the complete

Times photo

"Impact umpiring takes its toll
again," the pitcher said.
"There's no way in the world
he's safe. You can't give a team
like them four outs. But he
and game over."
With the bases loaded, Sean
Berry popped up to Kruk. Cordero followed with a grounder
between third baseman Dave Hollins and the bag for the win.

'See me tor all your lamily insurance needs

•Ball, boy, and No. 1...

tlotre Dame

•

Expos keep gaining in NL East race

•Racers...
FROM PAGE 6
year but was held to 46 on Saturday. had one man to beat, but
Brown tackled him safely near
the Racer 20 to preserve the win.
"Lord, my blood pressure was
going up," Nutt said. "I was just
hoping somebody would make a
play, and Beau Brown did."
Early on, it didn't look like
Murray would make many plays
as the Racers looked a little
lethargic. A poor punt helped set
up a 34-yard field goal by Ryan
Devins that put SEMO up 3-0
midway through the first quarter,
and the Racers gave up a 52-yard
pass from Kennedy to Theron
Morgan that set up a 23-yard TD
run from Anderson that gave
SEMO a 9-0 lead after Devins
PAT kick hit an upright and
bounced back.
Murray finally got going late
in the second quarter. Mosby
directed a nice 14-play, 76-yard
drive that ended with Dill kicking
a 2I-yard field goal that made it
9-3.
Nutt admitted to shaking things
up a bit at halftime.
"We had a little resurrection
going on," Nutt said. "There were
some things being said, but it was
all positive. 1 was worried about
getting down 9-0. We really have
to fight against that automatic
cut-off switch they have."
The Racers moved to the
SEMO 30 to start the second
half, but David Cox was stopped
on fourth -and -short. SEMO
moved to the 50, but Racer
defensive back Jcremaine Scott
picked off a Kennedy pass at the
Murray 31.
Three plays later, Murray was
facing a third-and-24 on their
own 28. Mosby was supposed to
go over the middle to Cox, but
instead, stepped up in the pocket
and hit Matt Hall deep for a
59-yard gainer.
"Coach always says we have to
make big plays," Mosby said. "I
took it upon myself. I was sup-
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Two Locations
In Murray!

• 641 South
753-4462

• Five Points
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Variety of events lined up at Expo Center

Arlo Rock and Thomas Armstrong were presented with honor awards
for serving as district supervisors on the Calloway County Conservedon District Board. Reck received a 5-year award and Armstrong a
20-year award.

Support our advertisers
SOUTHERN STATES

NOTICE OF LOCAL
ANNUAL MEETING

The Local Annual Meeting of the Members of Southern States
Cooperative, Inc., served by Calloway Service will be held Tuesday,
September 21, 1993 at Calloway Service, Murray, KY, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Business Meeting at 1 p.m.
The agenda includes annual elections and reports frcm management.
Election will be held by proxy ballot. Mark your ballot at the local
dealer's place of business at any time before the meeting convenes.
By Order of the Board of Directors
Jim Stahler, Chairman
Gary Jones, Manager

For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New-Cartstritction-- Repatrs —
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

Call 759-4960

A bull in a china shop? Not a very
likely combination, but the West
Kentucky Exposition Center has
scheduled a line-up of events for the
1993-94 season that range from
rugged rodeos to quality antique
shows.
The EXPO Center, administered
by Murray State University through
the college of industry and technology, includes a total 64,625square-foot area suitable for educational, demonstration, and exhibition puposes. Complied in 1976,the
EXPO has been through many
changes over the years. but remains
steadfast in it's strong supportive
mission regarding agri-business
functions, equine and other
academic instruction, and facility
access for community entertainment and recreational events.
The arena floor covers 23,000
square feet, and consists of a clay/
soil material that can be compacted
or attenuated. The facility has a
total seating capacity of 5,000 arid is
equipped with two permanent concession stands, an equipment entrance door that will accommodate a
scmi-trailer, mobile unit hook-ups,
and convenient parking.
Another very attractive feature
growing in demand is an air-conditioned meeting room that may be
reserved for prescmations,4recepLions, etc. The room has a separate
outside entrance, is complete with
restroom facilities and may be set up
and equipped to suit the individual
occasion.
One of the building's most attractive features is the flexibility that it
provides for patrons throughout the
region. Mary Kay Kirks, building
manager, says that the scheduling
contacts she receives have become
inc-resingIy diversified. - Keeping
with EXPO tradition,events such as
intercollegiate rodeo and equestrian
competition: monster truck, pulls:
livestock exhibitions; and WSJP's
Home, Lawn and Garden Show;
will he featured during the EXPO's
peak season which runs September
through May. In addition, several
new events have been confirmed.
Customer satisfaction is constantly on the minds of the EXPO

A

a
SHERRY McGLAINAASU photo
The West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center Is noted for hosting many traditional events such as
the annual 4-H Horsemanship Camp, but exposure is rapidly attracting many other new shows that hive
appeal beyond agricultural settings. Renee Humphrey, left. and Becky Green shared some special time
with Humphrey's horse "Ginger" during the camp this summer.
staff, which consists of Kirks and
building technicians Doug Shields
and James Oakley. They are experts
at staging and reconfiguring the
facility, and seek input from both
spectators and promoters by encouraging them to complete "satisfaction forms" which provide valuable insight on specific needs that
might be requested.
The heavy flow of traffic that the
EXPO receives (an average of
25,000 visitors annually) necessitates a regular review of maintenance and repair projects to keep it
safe and appealing for its customers.
One major project that was initiated
this summer was installation of a
new electronic timer.

September is one of the busiest
months on the gardener's calendar. The vegetable harvest continues. By the end of the month. I
often find myself wishing
untimely deaths to certain prolific
tomato plants.
I've never quite gotten to the
point of yanking them out of the
ground before the first frost,
however, because I am usually
too busy with other garden tasks
during September.

By this time in the season, the
edges of flower and shrub borders have gotten a little blurred.
The grass has surreptitiously
crept into the perennials and the
flowers have boldly flopped over
onto the lawn.
Where does the border begin
and the lawn stop? This is not a
decision you want to leave to the
person wielding the power mowcr. Get out the edging toot and
define the edges yourself.
Weeds, especially the grasses,
are enjoying the cooler weather
just as much as we are. Keep
after them, or they will be well
entrenched by spring.

A.1 GUTTERS

4••

Available to
All College
Students...

Quality Work at a fair price.
9 Month
Student
Subscription

Consistent advertising and the
distribution of calendar posters and
schedule cards led to record audiences for most every event held at
the EXPO during the last season. A
brochure and video presentation
that can ,be sent to promoters are
currently in production, and construction of a loading dock to assist
with heavy equipment is tcirig
planned as an added convenience.
The Exposition Center is located
on College Farm Road, approximately one mile from the main
campus of Murray State University.
Because NISU's location is convenient and easily accessible from a
host of major cities, university staff
are currently working with mem-

bers of the Murray Tourism Commission to promote the EXPO facility and related activities throughout west Kentucky and surrounding
states.
University officials are extremely
optimistic about the EXPO's future
outlook. Jim Vaughan, assistant
dean for the college of industry and
technology, describes the facility as
a great asset to both the university
and community, one that NISU is
fortunate to he associated with. He
says that with the completion.of the
Regional Special Events Center,
each unit will directly complement
and enhance the other, and allow
Murray State to broaden its scope of
educational entertainment capabilities throughout the service region.

September provides time to care for lawn

This month is an excellent time
to start a new lawn or reseed bare
spots in an existing one. I seem
to buy grass seed every fall. We
have two acres of lawn, and there
is always a place that is so
devoid of anything resembling
grass that mowing it only creates
a dust storm.

Keep up on
all Hometown
news - mailed
right to your
dorm room!

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutttrs
Commercial & Residential)

annual flowers and vegetables.
Send withered cucumber vines
and rangy petunias to the compost pile before they attract
insects and disease.

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker
In the garden, like everywhere
else, one thing leads to another.
After you've done all that weeding and edging, you'll notice
quite a bit of hare dirt in your
borders, and realize that you need
some mulch.
Most of what you applied in
the spring has broken down into
compost. Shredded hark is a good
mulch in our climate, and is
available locally by the bag or
the truckload.
Be sure you get mulch that has
been aged, as green mulch can
burn the plants. Apply the mulch
to a depth of two or three inches,
leaving a little space around the
stems of woody perennials.
Garden clean-up starts in September with the removal of spent
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—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

But luckily for me and many
other gardeners, the work brings
with it a promise of many pleasant sunny hours in the garden,
hands and heart warmed by the
earth. I am anxious to get started.

GRANT PITTMAN

BETTER-BUILT GARAGE CO

Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
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I suppose that I should feel
daunted by the tasks of September, and probably would if I just
looked at a cold, hard "to do" list
on paper.

•
MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530 Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab
Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
FREE Estimates, References and Location of Garages In Your Area,
and Wrltten Warranty.
V 1

cl

If you are considering expanding your garden next season,
begin preparing the new bed in
the fall. You'll be ready to plant
when the weather warms up
instead of waiting and waiting for
the soil to dry out in the middle
of the spring rains.

Pittman selected as member of month
Grant Pittman, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Pittman of Route 4,
Murray, has been selected as
member of the month for August
by the Calloway County chapter
of Future Farmers of America.
Pittman was selected as a
result of being the higher scorer
on the chapter's nursery/
landscape team at the Kentucky
State Fair in Louisville. He also
participated in the state FFA
Tobacco Grading contest. In July,
he attended the Kentucky FFA
Leadership Training Center..
Pittman is a junior at Calloway
County High School and is serving as treasurer of the FFA chapter for the 1993-94 school year.

bi

Tired out by reading about all
the work to do in the garden in
September? But wait...there's
more. Now is the time to plan for
spring.

—Vinyl Siding

For More Information or to Subscribe
Call 753-1916
Murray Ledger 8ic Times
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maturity.
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Coleman RE 753 9898
EASY work! EXCELLENT speoat needs E xperienoe C64 COMMODORE corn
7:00 P.M. MGHTLY
pay' Over 400 companies working with tie mentally puler complete with moniMUR CAL Apartments now
tor disk drive tape CAS
need home workers, retwded & developmen
Mobile
applications for
accepting
preferred
disabled
tally
distributors NOW, Call tor
sette oy stick all manuals
Firewood
1. 2 and 3br apartments
Home Lela For Real
High school diploma Of 436 2269
amazing recorded mes
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Hwy 94 East
A FIREWOOD for sale
sage 502 329 1217 ext GED required Rottim
MOBILE home lots in new Housing Opportunity
Murray. Kentucky
437 4667
101 Get PAID FROM board benefits, competr
pelt Smiles south of Mur
110
'Nursery Provided'
tree salary I training pro
furnished, some NICE brick duplex 2br
HOME'
Want
SEASONED firewood for ray Water
vided Please contact
Available now central ha, appliances
restrictions
Buy
To
Fres Tickst Infra/rutty:in Call
sale 753 9745
EXPERIENCED meat cut- 1 800 952 1603 or Send
furnished Coleman RE
8488
492
ter Apply in person at resume to PO Box 322 ANTIQUES by the piece or
753 9898
220
Save A Lot Grocery Store Benton KY 42025
collections Call 753 9433
NOW taking applications
between
in
Murray,
5pm
after
VACATION TIME AT
for Section 8 low rent hous
8am 5pm No phone calls WANTED waitress pan
Musical
PIZZA MAGIC. AURORA
time position Breaktime CASH paid for good, used
wig Apply in person at
please
Closed Sept 20 for a two
Billiards Call 753 0095 rifles shotguns and pis- PIANO tuning John
Southside Manor 906
week vacation RE OPEN GENERAL office work and 12noon 12rnadnight
tols Benson Sporting Gottschalk 753 9600
NEW condition 71, tort Broad St Extended be
OCTOBER 6 AT 5PM AND cleaning 10am 7pm Tues
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Tram heat & as unit Will Mitten 8am 12noon No
OPEN all year Wed thru thru Sat $4 25tr No ben- WILDLIFE/ Murray
210
accept bids. 753-1300. af- phone calls please Equal
efits Send resume to PO CONSERVATION JOBS
4 74 8 1 1 9
Sun
ter 7pm 489-2116
Housing Opportunity
Box 1040 W Murray Ky Game wardens security.
1 800 649 3804
150
Miscellaneous
maintenance etc No exp
bedroom and room for
ONE
42071
Articles
HUNTERS We now have
necessary Now hiring For
rent furnished very nice
See
For
He
$$$JOBS$$$ more
call
deer stands (API Aluma
into
753 1252 days 753 060b
Wanted
Employment/Training KY 219 794-0010 ext 7159 2 AIR conditioners, 18,000 lock) arid Hot Spot Keith's
after 5pm
Formworks( Programs, Inc 8am 8pm 7 days
Lawn & Tractor, 'Autrey. 800-2200S0 ft Coleman
btu & 110 unit 753 0751
AUTOMOTIVE frame
SPACIOUS 2br 2 bath du
Helps disadvantaged
RE 753 9898
collocal
for
needed
worker
pier appliances furnished
seek employ- PEPSI Cola in Benton KY 7FT lofted barn phone
Farmworkers
lision repair business Must
oppor is recruiting for full time hook up electrical outlet.
FOR Rent Business Retail central air & gas heal
training
ment
and
have at least 3yrs experior Office Space in S Side $475/mo. 1 month deposit
positions Pepsi offers 37 months old Call
tunnies Jobs available
ence in frame work repair
Center
753 4535 can leave
Shopping
1 year lease No pets
employ
workers,
round
stable
year
construction
Call 759-9890 anytime, if
K T I and Associates offer- 753 4509 or 753-6612
753 2905
ment. excellent training message
sheet metal workers. as
no answer please leave
ing a full line of investigative
sernbly operators, cooks. program, good pay. and
HOSFORD S Boat Storage TAKING applications for
BOGARD trucking and ex- services Bel Alf Center
message
drivers & more No lees benefits. including insur
inc We haul top 753 3868 or 436 6099
has spaces available up to section 8 rent subsidized
cavating.
,
Equal
Employ
vac
ance, paid retirement
BRICKLAYERS needed charged
gravel MI din, while
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
soil
1211x3Oft Call 753-3143
immediately Must have a ment Opportunity Program ation and holiday pay
rooms, handicap access'
rip rap 759 1828
rock,
270
crew Large number of Cal 1 800 950 3276 KY Pepsi promotes from within
be Equal Housing Oppor
Mobile
Farmworker Program. Inc arid offers pay raises based 'KING' wood burning
scattered -site housing
tuntty Apply Hilldale Apts
Homes For sale
Calloway Court House, 3rd on merit To be pan of tie stove metal cabinet mea1-800-928-1234
Hardin Ky or call
Floor, Murray, KY 42071 growing Pepsi team apply sures 40' wide by 25'deep
502 437 4113
14x60, CENTRAL hie per
old,
for
or
5yrs
to
4
9'23
753-0708
in
person
Thurday
(502)
high.
28'
Phone
by
have
BUSY doctor office seeks
molly furneshed, appliances. 28R house Must
more information about Friday, 9/24 from 9am to $250 753 3773
nurse. LPN preferred
good heat source Have UNFURNISHED 1 or 21::r
12x24 build
underpinning,
Please send resume to Rt 3 qualifying Please ask lor 3prn at Pepsi Cola Hwy NEW 16 & 165' Blom wig 6 service pole included infant arid pets Please call kir/refrigerator. sewage &
641 North, Benton, KY
Box 362, Murray. Ky Rita Shelton
762 3185 and leave garbage pickup furnished
truck tires $60 & up Also 753 9431, 753 1541
No pets 753 6609
42071
rn43811810
XP2000 W L Generals 1st
LAWN maintenance, full
1974 12x60 VILLA trailer.
Lots
prices
low
line
low
at
Call
available
position
Account
time
Sales
CABLE Ad
070
$2500 753-1684 after
of used Wes $10 $15 $20
Executive Paris Cablevi- & leave message between
Doman
4pm
400
Tire
each Warehouse
sion is looking for a moti- 9arn-5pm only 753-5726
& Childcare
Industrial Road 753 1111
1983 CLAYTON 14x65
vated, professional sales Maley lawn 6 Landscape
CLEANING houses a my
furnished or unfurnished
person to represent our Service
roofI
song
metal
NEW
business Reliable and exMust sell Call Greg
company in the Paris. TN
ing Cover 36'cut to length
MATURE person to care for
peroenced. references Call
4522 of 345 2345
market This position is reLooking for an aggressive indtvidual
galvanized 759
in my home Mon
10
infant
in
colors
Linda 759-9553
sponsible for selling, proSecondary
Tues, Thurs & Friday
and galvalume
BELAAONT 14,70
an advertising and sales background
with
1990
scheduling
ducing and
7am 5 30pm Must have WILL clean your home Re- available 489-2722 or Electric central hie, 2br. 2
must possess strong communiCandidate
video commercials for local
reliable transportation II liable. thorough. very rea
refrigera489-2724
hookup,
wit'
bath,
experience In advertising
with
skills
cation
businesses, in addition to
provide references Call sonable raise Cal Lynda
tor, stove, dishwasher, gardesign layout and production College
tie planning and execution
NEW twin bed. bunk beds,
753-4379 after 5 30pm
753-2862
bage disposal. 2 porches,
degree In Journalism and/or Advertising
of marketing and promoblack 11 white tv, 35mm
walkway, underpinning. all
American
of
set
cleaning
camera,
Marketing preferred
tional activities for tie cable
do house
NO Experience' $500 to WILL
treated lumber, fiberglass
system Sales experience
474-2131 nights Racing wheels that fits a
Betty
Cal
proceiling R 21. exSalary plus commission, excellent cornorganizational skills and $900 weekly/potential
Chevrolet, computer desk, insulation,
mortgage re- WILL stay with elderly or
FHA
$15.003
cessing
R-11,
floor
terKx
benefits. EOE. Send resume to Box
pony
several other items
computer experience are
Own hours
sock, nights or weekends 753-8419, 759-4473 after 759-9681
1040A, Murray, KY 42071
required Public relations funds
1 501-6.46-0044 ext 832 753 9431 or 753 1541
5pm
and promotional expen
1992 BELMONT 16x80,
24 Hours
ence will be considered
compressor, 3br. very nice, island
as
SANBORN
Video or audio production
insulation &
60 gal vertical tank Slip kitchen, best
expenence is desired but
8411
Registered Nurse - RN position avail50,1 Sears as hose, carpel $19,500 354
motor.
not absolutely necessary
1, drive air ALL 1993's MUST GOI If
Craftsman
able in new state-of-the-art birthing
This position requires tie
wrench, $500 Like new
you don't like our prices.
use of a personal car, and a
center. Labor and Delivery experience
489-2329
what will you give (1)
drug screen will be required
required. Immediate availability, full16x80 Southern Lifestyle,
before employment
WEDDING dress &
with
raised
bath
2
31x.
Please send or deliver a
accessories
with
8
size
time, 12-hour swing shift. Salary comkitchen Must see to beresume 05 the Paris CableFor reservations call: 759-1390
753-5815
mensurate with experience, competilieve With your good credit
vision office at 508 E
down
$1200
than
less
8,
tive benefits. Submit resume: Human
Washington St. Pars, TN
and pymt of epprox $220
38242 by October 1, 1993
Resources Department, Pinelake Mediper month (2) 14x70 DesNo phone calls please
cal Center, P.O. Box 1099, Mayfield,
Appliances
Paris Cablevision is an
tiny 3br. 2 bath, shingle roof
Bel-Air shopping Center,Murray, KY
you
Equal Opportunity
would
lap siding,
KY. 42066 EEO/IA/F/11/V
A FROST free side by side
Employer
price, only
the
believe
759-1390
refrigerator,
size
& regular
Norris,
washer & dryer, electric $16,900 (3) 16x70
DO you need a GED? Do
If your looking for Ouakty,
stove 354-8528
you need hope for the fu
look no further. 210, 2bath,
lure and help to get a sold
FRIGIDAIRE stacked will be sold at some price
career,We have 22 JOB
MA NAG EN1ENT
washer, dryer with new mo- Gateway Mobile Homes,
openings for people 16 tau
FOR THE REST
WORKED
County Health Center
The
Calloway
YOU'VE
tor 753-4753 753 8487
527-1427
Ph
21 that are not full tome high
THE BEST
in
FOR
open
NOW WORK
has two challenging positions
school students Call
BANK REPO Bank's loss,
registhe
offer
Both
the clinical setting.
753 9378 Five days a week
Olan Mills has 4 openings for professional
your gain, you can assume
payment by meting only
between 8 00am 3 00prn
tered nurse an opportunity to work in
sales people leading to management within
two back payments (I)
We we an EOE This protraining for this
the areas of promotion of health and
one month. We offer paid
- pect a funded by the Weststyle wood patio 14x70 Jefferson, front
40sh
3PC
benefits.
is
corporate
position
full
and
salaried position
prevention of disease. One
ern Kentucky Private Infurniture also 4pc Mute kitchen with sliding glass
a week,
days
5
travel
If
to
time.
available
part
are
you
is
If
other
while
the
full-time
ready
to
dusty Councl-JTPA
wicker vercushions Call door Non and
to know more about this
like
contact
mon in. pymt appro d1225
would
750-2580
more,
sher
5pm
and
learn
like
to
would
you
EARN up to $1000 weekly
per month 92) 1980 12x50
exciting opportunity -call for an interview in
Sharon Godec, R.N., Nursing Director,
processing mail Start now
3PC Queen Anne loving Mark III This house An
your local area.
Department
No 'swords Free supleaf
cot
group,
drop
room
Purchase District Health
been complaraty rarnod
plies Free into No obligefee table dining room Mad and really sharp Pyrnt
1-800-543-5940 F.S.T.
do not
Resumes
247-1490.
at
(502)
Ion Send SASE to ti Lo.
surest night stand rechner. approx $150 per morn (3)
8:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Mon.
applications
completed
for
substitute
Dept 28,PO Box 3648. San
bookcases. -desk chairs
l0160 Baron, neon a ills
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Tues.-Fri.
Applications
Angelo. TX 76002
Transcripts are required.
trunks, beds, dresser
wort. but tie ;coo s real
AD TSA 110.
For
Ask
washer
Credenza,
Calloway
chests,
the
at
may be picked up
cheap for the handyman.
tv
cannot,
ban
SOMEONE to do body
stands,
E.O.E. M/P
better lake a look Gateway
County Health Center,7th and Olive,or
imps, and vane & baby Mobile Home. Ph
work on a 1977 Miming
E.E.O.C.
center.
local
health
any
*or
kin
bad 7531502
Also one enema
527 1427
side 753-3047

HEAVEN'S GATES 8

1985 Chevrolet Camaro
IGIGP871IXFL473050
%IN

ill Ili ii

$600 Column Inch
Display Ada
4011 Dissent Ind &an.
saii Dumont 3r4 Ran
(A1 3 Ads Mutt am Watts II Day Paned I
Si 75 per edema task extra fer Tessday (31sop

310

140

Help
Vfarded

Mons

By virtue of an order directed to me and
issued by the Clerk of the Calloway Distnct
Court, I will on September 30, 1993 at 10:00
a.m. at Baker's Auto Repair, Route 1,
Murray, Kentucky 42071 sell to the highest
bidder the following item:

SALES

270

Haaball

UbJ

NOTICE

1111
64SU photo

REAL ESTATE

For Rent

210 --------Mobil.

lit
USW_
Modem

Advertisers are requested to check the
tiro Weirdos oftheir ads for any error
To. Murray Ledger & Times Intl be
impessibie ter osly oatIncorrect laserum. Any error *Multi be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

}

230
250
290
530

470
480

070

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
"F 1(1 ii I •••••

Farm Equipment
1-awatcck & Supplies
Poultry • Supplies
Produce
Feed • Seed

Ivo
370
30

\

060.

753-1916

f.UIMEks MARIO.. I

\l•

I.,

hlotics.
Nutico
Pereonel•
Card of Thenk•
In Memory
Lost & found

.

III
020
025
030.
040
050

Ad Rates
Display Ads

Classified

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

9

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1993

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

;\\111111,1 /////

Rollins DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
trailer
tractor
drivers. Must have
minimum 2 years
OTR verifiable experience, excellent
pay, major medical, dental Si eye
glass and 5 year
‘ested retirement.
Home weekends.

First
Assembly of God

104 FT brakes for vinyl
work Rent by the day
436 2701
CALLOWAY County Concrete Structural walls.
slabs drives walks Col
°red & stamped concrete
Free estimates 474 8338

MURRAY
SHOE REPAIR
106N.4th St. Murray
759-1983
Hrs.: 9-5:30 M-F

MUSIC DJ Dances par
MUMS FOR SALE Beauti
toes weddings all musical
From
Murray
colors
NI
styles 753 0343
take 94W to Thurman
Road, turn right 1st house SERIOUS writers and or
on right 435 4020
poets interested in being
published Considering
starting monthly publication
if enough people are interCANCER
ested arid willing to pay to
be published Survey being
INSURANCE
taken Send responses to
No age lima to apply If
Survey, PO Box 592, Muryour present policy is
ray, KY 42071
over 10 years old. it
may not cover some of
STRESSED OUT? Thar
the newer treatments
aputic massage relieves
such as chemothertension, relaxes sore musapy For free informacles. assets weight loss,
tion call
- and improves health Call
Jerry McConnell
Dave Estes 753 3801
$3511,r, house calls only
Insurance
Licensed Massage
753-4199
Therapist
oca'
,
I. kxa Pa" set

Fri

egetables.
ber vines
the corn'y attract

about all
garden in
t...there's
.o plan for

ig expanda season,
:w bed in
ly to plant
varms up
waiting for
he middle
iould feel
Scptemd iii just
to do" list

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sp Hale Row, right on Sp Hale Road 1/4

Ind many
ut brings
my please garden,
:d by the
et started.

01'114 V/ THE PURI ‹.

753-0466

rrIs

NON•PROVI ORCIANil AT ION

PO, Box 1033

Murray

Americas Second Car

cteUglylluckling
EEMII
ETAGM
Locations Coast to Coast

mth

(502) 753-6695

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Cars, Custom Vans,

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

You are invited to a

"Ceramic Tile-How-ToInstall Clinic"
Oct. 14 • 7 p.m.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A. or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

• Atria

•
S4925
s!,

,
McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

Tien Lumber Dottceuter

CLINICAL NURSING POSITION
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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INN
S Masse
home. newly re

VERY n...0 2tx 1 bath du 3 OR 41w
modeled nice appliances
plea with carport. ap
gee hest $450orrio deposit
pathos furnished central
& references required
gas hem am $425ano 1 753-8767 or 753-2339
month deposit 1yr lease
No pets 753 2905
FEMALE seeking room
rnate(s) to share neat 4
very nice 3br house Must
see to apprecsate 6135,mo
. deposit A utilities
762-3894 leave message if
NEAR &AU kitchen Irving
no answer
room. pnviteges. ublibes
furnished Coleman RE NEWLY redecorated in
Southwest School District
753-9898
3br, A bath gas heat
central aic $500 mo
3-11
753-7920
Hams
Fer Rae

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
loll. Oft
All Dog
Grooming

2 ADJACENT Iola, Anderson Shores Reaeonebte
price Call 7534719

2 LOTS in

3 BR. 2 balk by
owner EY Subd.,
large wooded lot 2
car garage, lots of extras, large family
room
wffueptace.
large storage bldg.
590's. Call Bob or Lou
Davis 753-0822.

Crappie Hollow
Shores.$1250 obo Call BM
Smith (504) 365-0279 in
New Ckteans.
759-1768
QUAIL as Subdivision A
HAVE an obedient sale lovely new subdivision lodog lot show or home coed lust 2 miles south of 38R wood sided house.
Murray No city taxes, but unformed basement on 5
Classes or prrvate lessons
MurServing Murray for over has sower. water, cable. acres Smiles north of
underground elecIncity, & ray $35,000 753-2171
12yrs 4362858
newly paved streets Prices 4BR.14 bath home budt to
range from $9900 to quality standards Features
$16000 with special incen- 2 master suites.loge bright
2BR. 1 bath hOuie. SIMe.
times available* early buy- kitchen. large side entry
r•frigerator furnished.
Please
ers For plat & raetncoons garage with built in Greet
$250/no, 1 month deposit
CREEVIEW Self storage FALL apples Damson call Kopperud Realty doset space & many other
No pets 753 2905
warehouses on Center plums Call to place your 753-1222 IALSe 5020
outmoding Natures A4028R brick in town carport
753 4725 or
order
Drive behind Shoney s
cent lot available Locoed
1.4 bath. central h a ap
753-9468
in Southwest Vella Esteems
$20 $40mo 759 4081
phances, yard mainte
MLS 15164 Contact Kopmince included No pets
perud
Realty 753-1222
Deposivreferences Alter
Rol
5pm 753-6397
2600 SQUARE feet in this 48R, garage & hall 3 story
Estate
moo two story home Sbr(2 with basement, on 2 lots,
Pea
2 OR 3br house in Hazel
FOR sale Land 10 acres
down, 3 up), 2 NI baths. lakefront. Pone Bkiff area.
& Ikpples
Electric space heat
20 acres, 45 acres, 65 largo twrig room. formal $95.003 Cal 436-2573 at$2513,mo
Al breeds all sizes
Ask about specials

121

7530344

acres & 100 acres Also
will rent 753 1300 after
7pm 489-2116

AKC registered Darnation
puppy 5mos old, shots &
wormed. housebroken,
$200 firm Serious inquires
only Call 759 1291

38R. 2 bath brick new
central gas heat available
now
Coleman RE
753 9898

GENTLEMAN S term with
horse barn located lust
southwest of the city limits
This totally redecorated
3 4br home & great 4' stall
horse bah surrounded by
white plank fencing on 2
acres will delight your fwn
fly Additional acreage
available MLS 15174
Contact Kopperud Really
753 1222

•

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
GUSTOKI WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

•

Custom Woodworking

HUNTERS paradise 100
acres lust over in Tennessee Lots of deer & turkey
759 1701

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
litut•MY Beaune Bunny Small
4ce

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking 04 selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

• A\2--mit•i'
:
-1
:
594
-

FOR SALE - BY OWNER
Reduced Price - 594,500

4gt

KY Lake near lrvan Cobb
Resort Lakefront, wooded
Spacious 2br. eat in
kdchen. deck and screened
porch, $45 000 firm Owner
financing possible Shown
by appointment only
91259/26 502-241-0882
RE,MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Center
Bel -Air
502- 753 -SOLD
1 800-369-5780

1553 Oxford Drive
Approi 2,700 gd II Lv.rg A-da S..pe• Ne.ghborhooct
4 bdr 2'!2 bath. Ind appliances family room w
fireplace. wet bar Ig game room. utility room patio
central AC & heat
Shown by Appointment -- 753-8756

ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For al your real
estate needs cal them today at 753 1651 1 Sycamore and 12th St

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

TRAILER & small cabin on
lake for sale and 'A of acre
of land 753-1038 after
4pm

Cerald

Eddie Linn

Linn

753-5315

FRESH on the market is
this rustic cabin in the
woods on a lovely lakefront
lot Lots of privacy with this
attractive cottage $47,500
k4LSlt 5217 Contact Kopperud Realty 763-1222

* BODY SHOP *
All Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfaction.
Rental Cars Available

Ali %iv,

Work On

.i•

or porrettle

dining room, family room
with fireplace. additonal
family room upstairs Hardwood floors Move in condition $90's 1513 Kirkwood
Dr Cal 753-7656

3-4841, 2 bath ranch, in
quiet neighborhood, near
city schools, great room
with fireplace, large family
style kitchen, newly decorated, all appliances included, neatly landscaped,
freshly panted exterxx. 2
car garage, $87.900 Cal
for appointment 759-1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
Dr

tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
CONTEMPORARY designed home built in 1991
Located on 57. wooded
acres in private setting
Many outstanding features
in this quality 3br. 24 bath
home MLS 13605 Contact
Realty
Kopperud
753 1222

753-1916
a4iiiinert

CAMP
7 Days Pef Week

--,..d

• MURRAY 753-9224
McClure

New Owner - Nick

James

& Insured

C. Gallimore, Owner

SOAR' iK2/USE Instal*, • ."; AudniVnso Instaliaire
• warns Aoomoine

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

For All
Your
Portrait
d

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

753..7050

1989 CHEVY Astro Conversion van, loaded, excel
lent conchbon 435-4318

Ken & Karen

A,,,itu,

ayne Higgins Backhoe Service

{Your Source For Metal Roofing arid Siding)
Doors Windows, Door Track & Trolleys, And
Insulation For Metal Buildings
Butterworth Rd. (Hwy. 299) Office (502) 489-2722
Murray, KY 42071
Horns (502) 489-2724

Call 1•,.; Anytime

759-4685

Commercial Waste
lit
•• lb,
.Disposal

Remodeling. garages, decks, porches, concrete
viork, chain link fences. Home maintenance

I

•- _

.• • .-. • . .
'7
:
,
•••••IPPI01.(0011
°7.7-7141irtrAr
.
"
.
7
4
:"
.
-1e
.
•

.

I

'

Call for an appointment

.

If

\\*ork,

Wood Sr • P. 7 ii 3&e2"
OW 644 211.111
Mon Tni..rs ¶04 or I* 4opoonv000t

322 1

luau

753-2962

Bel-Air Center, Murray
(502) 753-3868

/I *,----

•

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor

For all your
investigative needs!

- 'i

24FT Nomad Carnper, fully
serf contained. air, eivreng,
new refrigerator, asking
$4300 Can be seen at
Piney Campground. D-36
502-437-4902

489-2303

K
K.T.I.
T I 8 Associates

j
t
,..._

r

$5500.4 mo. control
$604nonthly rate

753-4408
Swaim
WNW

ing Cal 436-2528 ask for
task
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tee removal, mow
irig Free estimates
759-1683

Moving, Rearranging
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COULD BE
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Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94 West

aty

CONTRACT BRIDGE

An

Famous Hand

Sin

CCit
hot

your present home?
We can move your
furniture
&
ap-

Whirlpool 30+ years experience, BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
onstallaoon, repair, replacement. 759-1515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, drtveways, hauling, foundations.
etc 759-4664
BILL'S Window Cleaning
Service Residential/
Commerical
Call
753-5934
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436-5832
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591
CARPET and vinyl installabon and repairs Glen Bobber, 756-1247
CARPET Instillation Carpet & vinyl, commercial &
residential We instal Better tool Cal 753-2504 ask
for take Goforth
CARPORTS for cars and
Pucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy HA 759-4864

Repairs CO

CHIM Chloe Chimney
Sweetie has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens.
435-4191

1992 GMC Sonoma, COUNTERTOPS. custom.
loaded, V6. au Cal before Homes, trailers, offices.
Widfrs Recovery, Murray.
2prn 753-2783

ALPHA BUILDERS

.• All Types of Refuse Service
11141111
:
-‘.......,
. ..4
1-800-585-6033
%9Bud Stewart, Route Manager 1

•

1988 FORD Ranger, 4 cyl
auto. am. power stowing &
brakes. bedlther, 41,XXX
TIMM, sharp, $4500 firm
753-7852 alter 4pm

ECONOMY METAL B SUPPLY CO.

Septie Tasks. Seivers & Hauling

Taking
reservations now.
ssarixo2 mo. contract

C & D HOME
753.9669

STUDIO
,

W

1986 FORD Escort EXP,
red. Sep, air, sunroof, stereo, good condition. $1800
753-7221

CAR Stereo kistailatIon
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist.
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms

rlictric

ELECTRICAL CONT RAC'ORS
COrnMeraai a Residential • Licensed

tion wagon. good Wes,
many new parts, blue in
color, excellent gas mileage,69.XXX actual miles
Would make a good family
car for the price' $3100
Ton Nett pickup
obo
truck, hauling bed, great for
hauling wood, etc, $175
753-0653 or 753-0626

1990 RED Grand Am LE,
a/c, am/fm cassette, Wt.
cruise, WI power, ground
effects, auto, sharp, $6750
7539098

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
S

GREAT LOCATION 3br.
2/. bath home on approx 1
acre, 2 miles from town
Welcoming decor Shown
by appointment 753-9475

1986 TAURUS. red, V6
Alter 5pm
$1600
489-2266

You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week -(13 week minimum)

I

Available beginnkc
Oct. 1st Wines boat
stoop saes 11 ft.
odds - 30 ft dose,
10:10 ft ~wed
door.

LICENSED for atectrx and
gas 753- 7203
TYPING Editing Romano.term papers, menuacmes. sic $1 MVP•O•
7W-9690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, deaiwqllerVICIng $15, most news
$36 Free esarroles Route
I. Nino Open 0-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri 753-0630
WINDOW & door repair
Repair, re-screen. re-glaze
akaninurn or wood 20yrs
experience 753-2330
prompt 11•11A011

North dealer.
with one heart, over which Walter
Both aide. vulnerable.
A varelli bid one notrump.East,JeanMUST see this home 3br, 2
pliances along iv/
NORTH
Michel Boulenger, raised to two
bath brick on very nice lot. 2
other
household
•
Q
J7
hearts and Belladonna bid three
MINIS
from
Murray
1111(111163800 SO ft of quality house
products.
86 5 2
spades, raised by Avarelli to four.
located at 1556 Canterbury ale possession $85.030
•Q 86
West led the king of hearts, overResidential &
Dr Builders personal Call today 759-1854
•K Q 2
taken by East with the ace. The spechome Would consider STATELY 12 room home
Commercial
WEST
EAST
trade Call 753-3672 after on Math Street newly listed
tators thought Boulenger had made
Service
a5pm
* 98 4 2
this play in order to shift to his singleJust west of university
Experienced 8 refer•KQ104
V AJ7
ton diamond - a move that would
3BR. 2 bath, brick ranch. Ppperty also includes
ences available
* A 54 3
•9
have defeated the contract two tricks
central hat 2300sq ft Can- lovely & rage wooded lot &
* J 10 98 3 -but instead he continued with the
Call 753-0775 for tree •A 7 6 5 4
terbury $89.500 Shown by nice garage apt $92.500
MLSI 5225 Contact Kopestimate If no answer,
appointment 753-8106
SOUTH
pick and another heart. As a result.
perud Realty 753-1222
leave message.
* AK 1066 3
Belladonna madefour spadesfor620
38R, 2 bath brick on quiet
'V 93
points.
street off College Farm Rd.
• K J 1072
At the second table,with a French
nicely landscaped, new
Al TREE Service Stump
•carpet, w(24130 detached
pair now North-South, the bidding
removal and spraying Free
garage Many extras such
went:
estimates 753-0906 after The bidding:
as garage door opener.
South West
North East
South West
DISCOUNT parts, depend- 5pm, 759-9816, 753-0496 North East
garbage disposal, garbage
Pass
1
•
Pass
1
V
Pass
Pass
1*
Dble
able service for all brands
ALPHA Builders- Carpencompactor, dishwasher.
2 11,
3a
MOTORCYCLE PARTS & try, remodeling, porches. 1 NT
Pass
Redble 2+
2•
3+
oak cabinets Immediate
SERVICE, north of Murray roofing, concrete, drive- 4•
Peas
4+
Pass
5+
possession
on Coles Campground Rd
Dble
ways, painting, mainte- Opening lead -king of hearts.
502-251-2709, 251-2713
Open weekdays 4pm-6pm. nance etc Free estimates
Here South opened the bidding
3BR brick ranch style. Sat 10am 3pin
489 2303
This deal occurred in a match with a spade,one effect of which was
newly redecorated lots of
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- between Italy and France in 1969. that the Italian West was now able to
extras East Stealing Rd
niture repair & custom The French lost 1,370 points on the double comfortably for takeout,since
$65000 492 8548
hand,and this is how it came about. .he had good support for the other
woodworking 753-8056
3BR, ranch style home with
At the first table, with Italy three suite.
APPLIANCE
REPAIRS
new central gas heat & 1978 T-BIRD. 80,XXX
North-South,
Giorgio Belladonna
West eventually bid five clubs,
Factory
trained
by 3 motor
excellent condition,
central electric air, extra
manufacturers All work opened one diamond, in accordance doubled by North, and the Italian
large rooms, detached $1500 753-4470
and parts warranted Ask with the Canape principle of bidding declarer loft only two tricks-the Kworkshop building & metal
storage building fenced 1981 BROWN Honda for Andy at The Appliance the shorter suit first Henri Sverc Q of trumps. So the unfortunate
Civic 5sp Call 489-2984 Works, 753-2455
could not double for takeout because French team lost another 750 points
backyard surrounds large
after 5pm
tree shaded wooden deck
APPLIANCE SERVICE of his void in spades,so he overcalled on the deal. C'est Is guerre.
$69 900 MLS 15181 Con- 1986 CHEVY Cavalier sta- Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Tomorrow: Steppingstones to success.

.....Dial-A.-Service
DIAL

atlas▪ =

IAA1 Hosing, tree Priming. ran removal, cleaning out sheds. secs, & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 LAO Lamb
Al IA al around mowing &
tee trimming & light hauling Cal 436-2529 ask for
Mork
11X 6prn
Al
IA al around mowing &
BRICK ranch. Ow, 2 bath,
12x26 screened deck off tree trimming & light haul-

large kitchen, new roof,
equipment/tool shed At>
pros 3 5 acres fenced for
horses or cattle Off Bethel
Church Rd. 5 MARI northeast of Murray 750-4947
after 6pm

MR Chimney chimney PAINTING. einem tillertor Cal Charlie Rains
4024723
753-5764
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing. vinyl siding, pent- PLUMBING repeirmsn sib
wig. Free estimates 18 same day service Call
yews experience. Local re- 436-5266
ferences. 4362701.
ROCKY COLSON Home
HANDYMAN el do plumb- Repair Roofing, siding.
ing, electrical, carpentry ponting. piumbing. conand general repair ogle Free asenesss Cal
474-2307.
753-0506
SHEETROCK
finishing,
K B. ASSOCIATES General owistrucaon. remodel- textured °Wings Larry
mg,garages, decks, peen. Chemin. 4624742.
mono trim 753-0034
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
KITCHEN CABINET RE- %MOW Insured virm
COVERY ensang doors & Me of equipment. Free is
frame with woodgram for- 753-5464. Day or right.
mica, all colors Free estimates Wulft's Recovery LAWN mowing service InMurray 4365560
sured Gatemen Benoist
750-4564
THE Outer Co Seamless phone
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed. insured Emmert evadable
750-4600.
dower

& Maws
1965 RANGER 373 V.200
Mercury, fully equipped,
excellent shape 75305O9

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO

- Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding.
.

1989 HARRIS 24ft Hole
be 100hp Johnson. new
4 wheel trailer low hours,
like new, $11,500

,ioors leendoivii Door Trees a Treaty's. and insuiasos
tor Metal Buildings
B,Ariprworth Ad (Hwy 299)
0000C• (502) 4a0.rrn
Murray, KY 42071
Home (502) 4092724

436-2561

HOROSCOPES
TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 21, 1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE ures. A former partner is willing to
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: compromise.
Great recipes for high-energy, nutriVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
tious meals will help you stay Take more pains with your appearhealthy and happy. The business ance. It means the difference
picture will improve by Christmas if between looking good and looking
you seek straight answers from great. Create something special to
experts. Research points out a whole reward the most important person in
new market for your product or ser- your life.
vices. Financial progress accelerates
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
early in 1994. Daily exercise helps Scratch for the results you want.
you stay in top form. Balance weeks Look beyond the surface story. to get
of har,d work with periods of total at the truth. Witness a situation firstrelaxation.
hand before passing judgment on
CELEBRITIES BORN ON someone's reaction to it. True
THIS DATE: actor Bill Murray, understanding is possible.
actress Nancy Travis. comedian
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos . 21).
Henry Gibson. actor Larry Hagman. Do not expect easy solutions today.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Reach out and touch someone who
Make your move in business or has helped you in the past. Business
romance. Airing your strong beliefs people who will not take "no" for an
will win you approval. Following answer can win big. Persevere.
through on a bright idea can bring
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
surprising financial gains.
21): You can expect to soar to new
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): professional heights in the weeks
Keeping an association harmonious ahead. Your personal income could
could be quite a challenge now. increase substantially. Follow your
Your team spirit overcomes resis- instincts, but also rely on the expentance from partners or family mem- ence of advisers.
bers. Read between the lines when
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
dealing with moody people.
19): Be careful not to take anyone or
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A anything for granted today. Check
personal experience may prove hair- out the details of an agreement
raising in some respects. Be pre- before signing. Judge a project by.
pared for the unexpected! Do not let what you are able to see for yourfatigue get the best of you this self.
evening. Postpone making important
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
decisions until tomorrow.
A great day for negotiating agreeCANCER (June 21 -July 22): ments and signing contracts. Your
Those with unusual skills find new experiences will put you ahead of
ways to augment their income. Mate the competition. Make certain farmor partner will cooperate if you ly foundations are firmly in place.
decide to work in your home. Strive Reach out to a troubled teen-ager.
to create a peaceful atmosphere.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Love is sublime!
You seem to have the Midas touch
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Do your today. A telephone call could
work without fanfare. VIPs are change your life. A secret message
judging your performance...Areal or significant glance could lead to
estate transaction deserves further new romance. Keep your business
investigation. Gather facts end fig- and private lives separate.

436-5660
CUNNINGHAM'S Healing
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
750-4754
CUSTOM buedozing and
Mahar work, septic systems, 3644161 seer 4pm.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, addibone and blowing ceilings 753-4761
FINISH sheetrock, small
lobs, patch work
489-2376
GENERAL Repo plumbing, roofing. tree work
436-2842

TODAY'S CHILDREN are born perfectionists who confidently expect
the best from themselves and others. Wise parents will encourage these
youngsters to practice tolerance and patience. After all, an occasional mistake is inevitable. Senous-minded and conscientious. these Virgos will have
a special interest in the healing arts. Their gentle hands and keen eye for
detail make them gifted physicians or veterinarians.

MOODY'S mower reps%
Pick up and delivery
753-5668

t To ceder a reviled and ugsdned cagy of keine Down'. besilleSent book **Yesterday. Tod. ind Fore,
er Hon Astrology Can Heir You Find Your Place to God's Pia.. send SI 91 plus SI postage and Issndlinf
In Dixon, cto AndeetYs find McMeel P0 Sot 419150. Kamm City
MO 64141 Make checks payable 10
Andre.. and Medici
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1993

MURRAY LEDGER 8. TIMES
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

or slocinc and

3

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Sept. 20. the 263rd day of 1993. There are 102
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 20_1519, Portuguese navigator Ferdinand Magellan set
out from Spain on a voyage to find a western passage to the Spice
Islands in Indonesia. Magellan was killed enroute. but one of his ships
eventually circumnavigated the world.
On this date:
In 1870, Italian troops took control of the Papal States, leading to
the unification of Italy.
In 1873, panic swept the floor of the New York Stock Exchange in
the wake of railroad bond defaults and bank failures.
In 1881, Chester A. Arthur was sworn in as the 21st president of the
United States, succeeding James A. Garfield. who was assassinated.
In 1947, former New York City Mayor Fiorello La Guardia died.
In 1958, civil rights actiiist Martin Luther King Jr. was seriously
wounded during an appearance at a New York City department store
when an apparently deranged black woman stabbed him in the chest.
In 1979, Jean-Bedel Bokassa. self-styled head of the Central African Empire, was overthrown in a French-supported coup while on a
visit to Libya.
Ten years ago: After a week of negotiations. President Reagan and
congressional leaders reached a compromise authorizing the 1,200
U.S. Marines in Lebanon to remain on their peacekeeping mission for
18 more months.
The yearsago: -Greg Louganis of the United States won the- gold
medal in springboard diving at the Summer Olympics in Seoul, South
Korea. one day after he struck and injured his head on the board in the
preliminary round. The 43rd General Assembly opened at the United
Nations.
One year ago: French voters narrowly approved the Maastncht Treaty on European union. The space shuttle Endeavour landed at the
Kennedy Space Center. Leanza Cornett of Florida was crowned Miss
America in Atlantic City, N.J.
Today's Birthdays: Boston Celtics President Red Auerbach is 76.
Singer Gogi Grant is 69. Psychologist Joyce Brothers is 65. Actresscomedian Anne Meara is 64. Actress Sophia Loren is 59. Former
hockey player Guy LaFleur is 42.
Thought for Today: -History must stay open, it is all humanity."
— William Carlos Williams, American author and poet (1883-1963).
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Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Anderson,
Sept. 10.
Thirty years ago
A map showing the discarded
route through Calloway County
and of the new route around
Paducah of the proposed Interstate Highway 24 is published.
Ann Wrather, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. M.0: Wrather, has been
awarded the third scholarship
granted by J-G Chemists, industrial adhesive manufacturers of
Murray, according to Don Keller,
owner of the firm. Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girt to Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Shirley, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Edward
McDermott. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. John Clark, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Holley, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Stone and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Langley.

and Mrs. Talmadge E. Fannin,
senior at Calloway County High
School, and Maggie Battle,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Guy A.
Battle, and Kathy Watson,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. John H.
Watson, seniors at Murray High
School, have been named as
semi-finalists in 1974 National
Merit Scholarship Program.
Patricia Diane Clark of Murray
attended the 23rd Annual Adult
Music Conference at Intertochen
National Music Camp, Interlochen, Mich. She is now a cellist
with the University of Kentucky
Orchestra where she is attending
law school.She is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Armin Clark of
Murray.
Linda ,Susan Stubblefield and
Mark Stephen Pugh were married
Aug. 18 at New Providence
Church of Christ.
Births reported include a girl to

DEAR ABBY. The letter signed
-In the Dark in Canada" could have
been written by my mother She
and Dad were married for 40 years
when they found out that Dad had
cancer- The doctors said he had
about a year left. Chemotherapy
was started immediately, but after
11 months, he took a turn for the
worse and died.
Before his illness. my mother
had never paid a hill or balanced a
checkbook. She had never put gas
in the car or checked the oil. Dad
did everything for her. All Mother
knew how to do was cook, keep
house and raise children.

When Dad died. Mama got a
crash course in reality. Abby, please
print this. There are many women
out then. who need to wake up.
THEIR DAUGHTER

of the story. My husband died suddenly, and I had to sell our home
and go back to work in order to survive — at age 44.
CONNECTICUT SURVIVOR

DEAR ABBY- Re in the Dark in
Canada": When I'd ask my husband
where we stood financially. he'd
say. "Don't worry. honey, you will
always be well taken care of
We lived very well — actually,
tern well for what we could afford.
We had nothing in the bank, and
my husband had debts I knewoothing about.
You can probably 14110' the rest

DEAR DA.UGHTER AND
SURVIVOR: For years I have
urged my female readers to
make themselves fully aware of
their financial situation should
anything happen to their spouses. Specifically, their husbands
should share with them information about assets and debts,
insurance policies, contents of
their will, etc.

By GARY LARSON
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Dr. John R. Hutson, president
of World Tobacco Congress of
Washington, D.C. and Europe,
has been the guest of his brother,
N.P. Hutson and Mrs. Hutson.
Elected as officers of Senior
Class of Kirkscy High School
were W.A. Erwin, Aleta Cunningham, Anne Adams, Ada Sue
Ross and Eva Lou Mohler. The
class sponsor is Harvey Ellis.

, DEAR ABBY: Re the. letter from
the woman trying to justify taking
things from hotels, stating that she.
thought guests were expected tee
take things as souvenirs since they
hear the hi,ael's nameAbby. I place ttt pograriamed
towels in the guest bathroom. That
does not mean I expect guests to
take them home as "souvenirs" of
their visit to my home.
The reader states that the cost of
"souvenirs" is built into the price of
the hotel room. That does not justify
stripping the hotel room of every.
thing that isn't bolted down.
Customers pay higher prices
when they shop at retail stores
because. of the cost of shoplifting.
which is passed on indirectly to the
customers.
I am sun. your reader is an honest person who has just not thought
the matter through. She .did state
that she teak "Some" ashtrays and
water glasses:
I can readily understand how a
all right
person might assume it
to take -0111'" ashtray, or even "one."
water glass, but taking "some" indicates that the guest is very likely
collecting these articles for home
use rather than souvenirs.
Thank you for printing this letter. since it seems to be an ongoing
whrt
th17 for hotel owners every pro
PATRICIA SEWER.
SACRAMENTO,CAI.IE

T14AT ICSAI
BE MORE
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14005E400D Shi, lEAR OLDS
"(011 RE ROC 1_1\rItiG
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WERE 00
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RStl'tDLNTS

'DEAR PATRICIA: I recommend that guests ask hotel management if they may take an
ashtray as a souvenir — the
chances are, it will be offered as
a gift.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: My ex-husband to
whom I was mirrried for 34 years
died recently. A year before he died,
he. called me up and asked, Was I
the hest lover you ever had?" I
replied, "I don't know; I never had
anyone to compare you with."
Do you think he died happy? - ELSIE IN GREEN
VALLEY. XRIZ.
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RAMAT IC RUFFLED SIORTS...
ROMANTIC EDWARDIAN VESTS.
ROMANTIC CUMIN& SKIRTS...
ROMANTIC VELVET CLOAKS...

s willing to

7 ENVELOP VOURSElf
IN ROMANCE ROMANCE

ROMANCE!

rCO
HAVE AN4
MEN TO GO

ACCESsORIES
ARE A MIERENT DEPARTMENT. TRY
ELECTRONICS.

Vacationing from their jobs of terrorizing young
teen-agers, zombies will often relax at a
Western dead ranch.
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our appeariifference
.nd looking
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CROSSWORDS

Oct. 22):
you want.
story to get
'anon firstigment on
)it. True

DEAR ELSIE: Without a
doubt.
•••
Good advice for everyone — teens to
'seniors — is in "The Anger in All or Um
and How to Deal With It." To order, send
d envea business-sized, self add
lope. plus check or money order for 53-915
184.50 in ('anada) to: Dear Abby. Anger
Booklet. P.O. Bon 447, Mount Morris. III.
61054. IPostage is included.
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8 Nothing
9 Bad
10 Cylindrical
11 Choose
13 Surfeited
18 Attracted
19 Related on
mother's side
21 TV's Hazel.
for one
22 Rain and hail
25 Crown
27 Slumber
30 Journeys
32 Run off
34 Narrow flat
board
36 Sailing
vessel
37 Fright
36 Emerald Isle
40 European
finches
41 Wipe out
44 Decorates
47 Story
49 Quarrel
52 Cover
54 Exist
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3 Hard-wood
tree
4 Encounter
5 Went astray
6 As far as
7 Spanish
article

DOWN
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DR. GOTT

Answer to Previous Puzzle

animal
36 The —
Cuckoo"
39 Plague
42 French
article
43 Separate
45 Dock
46 Morsel
48 Mixes
50 New Deal
slacY•
51 Spoken
53 East Indian
palm
55 Exists
56—
Academy"
59 — Corps
61 Part of
fortification
62 Stalks
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The HI/Ci High School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association voted
to sponsor a Music Department at
the school, and a new music
teacher will be hired, according
to Mrs. Li. Hill, PTA president.

CALVIN and HOBBES

five clubs,
the Italian
ita —the Kinfortunate
r 750 points
rre.

onal mi.will hine
n eye for

Fort., 'ears MO
Murray State College Head
Football Coach Fred Faurot
spoke at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House.

DEAR ABBY -

DAILY COMICS

st.h a French
the bidding
h

Ten years ago
Murray High School Tiger
Band, smallest in the contest with
60 members, grabbed first place
in Class A competition at Second
Annual Audubon Marching Contest at Henderson.
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
Editor Jim Rector writes about
Dr. Adam Lanning and his participation in triathlon events an his
colum, "Covering All Fields."
Dr. Walter Lee Underwood of
Houston, Texas. will be speaker
at Fall Preaching Mission at First
United Methodist Church, Sept.
23 to 28.
Parker Ford of Murray has
been selected as one of the
nation's outstanding Ford dealerships and will received Ford
Motor Company's Distinguished
Achievement Award.
Twenty years ago
Quentin L. Fannin, son of Mr.

iill

kill

By Peter

H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR (;OTT Will abstinence
from eating eventually cause death,
and how long might it take' I suffer
from cancer and wonder ifthis form of
dying is painful
DEAR READER If you don't eat,
you'll die of starvation in a matter of
months, if you don't drink, you'll sue
cumb much sooner I don't believe
this is a realistic option for you
at
Starvation is uncomfortable
least in the early stages I think that
you and your physician could workout
a more humane way. when the time
comes
For instance. most caring doctors
are willing to prescribe drugs. such as
marphine, to make the final days of a
cancer patient more. bearable Also.
tranquilizers, such as Validen, often
make patients with terminal- illnesses
more comfortable
Don't misunderstand me I'm not

•••

advocating "mercy killingLlni refer
ring to the completely ethical medical
responsibility of easing pain in a hope
less situation, such as terminal can
cer. a role that any doctor worth his
salt should be willing to adopt
I suggest that you have a frank dis
cussion with your physician. during
•;•

which you both can review your wish
obligations and the many
resources (such as a hospice) in your

es. his

community Cancer patients should
not have to consider starving them
selves to obtain relief, there are morr
appropnate methods to ease the pain
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Managing aronic Pain
Other reades who would like a copy
should send SI 25 plus a long, self.
addressyd, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2433. New York, N1' 10163 Be
sure to mention the title
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Bicycle rodeo set for Sept. 25

DEATHS
a

•
•••

'•
•

Warren McDougal
Warren McDougal. 37, RL 2, Murray, Kirksey community,
died Friday at 10 p.m. of an apparent bean attack while hunting in Marshall County.
He was an employee of General Tire at Mayfield. He was a
member of Kirksey Baptist Church, Professional Kennel Club,
United Kennel Club, and Twin Lakes Coon Club.
Born May 7, 1956, at Murray, he was the son of the late
Loman C. McDougal and Debris Lassiter McDougal.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Renae Crick McDougal, to
whom he was married on Dec. 5, 1975; one daughter, Tiffany
McDougal, and one son, Joey McDougal, at home; four sisters,
Mrs. Donna Alexander and husband, David, Fulton, Mrs. Irene
Higgins and Mrs. Rhonda Houston and husband, Dwight,
Murray, and Mrs. Hilda Lackey and husband, Monty, Paris,
Tenn.; one brother, Terry Rasberry and wife, Ruthie, Hazel.
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Van Russell officiated.
Pallbearers were Jewel Crick, David Crick, Dan Crick, Mark
Jones, Bill Morris, Jimmy Russell, Jim Cowan and Daniel
Clark, active; members of his Sunday School Class at Kirksey
Baptist Church, honorary.
Burial was in Kirksey Cemetery.

Mrs. Dorothy Jean Camp
Mrs. Dorothy Jean Camp, 58, of Johnny Robertson Road,
Murray, died Sunday at 10:20 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
An employee of Fisher-Price, she was a member of Westside
Baptist Church.
She was „married Oct. 29, 1963, to Rex Camp who died
Sept. 22, 1990. She also was preceded in death by one sister,
Mrs. Elwanda Tyncs; and one stepson, Steve Camp.
Born Dec. 30, 1934, in Graves County, she was the daughter
of Daisy McGuire Tucker Dunn and the late Marvin Tucker.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Pam Shelton and husband, Michael, Farmington, and Patty Cooper and Tons Camp,
Murray; one son, Jimmy Lee Cooper, Lynn Grove; one stepson,
Reale Camp and wife, Peggy, England; her mother, Mrs. Daisy
McGuire Dunn, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Joann Jones and
husband, Ron, Herrin, Ill.: three grandchildren, Amy Alexander,
April Cooper and Daniel Garner; four stcpgrandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
(Monday).

Vance Bogard Leneave
Vance Bogard Leneave, 73, Cadiz, died Sunday at 2:55 a.m.
at Jennie Stuart Medical Center, Hopkinsville.
He was a retired rural letter carrier in the Golden Pond and
Grand Rivers areas, and a former Golden Pond merchant.
A founder and chairman of the Board of Directors for Cadiz
Bancorp, Ind., and Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co., he was also
treasurer and adjutant of the Trigg County American Legion
Post 74, president of Trigg County Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees, and chairman of Project
Review Committee for West Kentucky Private Industry Council.
A Navy veteran of World War II, he was a member of
Cadiz Water and Sewer Commission, Cadiz Trigg County Golf
Club, and of Cadiz Baptist Church and Men's Sunday School
Class there. He was a charter member past president of Kentucky Pearl Harbor Survivors Association.
Born Aug. 25, 1920, at Golden Pond, he was the son of the
late Home Blanc Leneave and Irene Bogard Leneave.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nell Upton Leneave; one
daughter, Mrs. Pam Leneave Ladd, Paducah; one son, John
Blanc Leneave, Cadiz; one sister, Mrs. Mildred Boswell, Paducah; four grandchildren, Ashlea Ladd Parks, Lexington, Alison
Blanc Ladd, Paducah, and John Kyle Leneave and Lana Upton
Leneave, Cadiz.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at Cadiz Baptist
Church. The Rev. Norman Ellis, the Rev. Phillip Salmon and
Jim Wallace will officiate. Susie Higbee will be pianist.
Pallbearers will be Gary Perdue, Nat Buck, David Fuller,
Ryan Wallace, J. Rodman Redd and Jimmy Lane. Burial, will
follow in East End Cemetery, Cadiz.
Friends may call at Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz.
The family requests that memorials be made to American
Cancer Society, Cadiz Baptist Church, or A.C.T.S.

Expo offers new riding sessions
The West Kentucky Exposition
Center opens a new series of open
riding sessions for the 1993-94
season on Sept. 22.
The general public is invited to
bring horses to the Murray State
University facility from 5 to 10 p.m.
The first two hours are reserved for
inside arena riding only. Participants may use the remaining time for
specific event practice.
According to building manager
Mary Kay Kirks, open riding began

after several area horse owners
expressed an interest in using the
facility to practice • riding in an
inside arena. The program is sponsored monthly by the Expo Center at
no charge as a service to the region.

project consultant, parent adviser
and a graduate assistant. They will
work to identify the early intervention resources in the Purchase, Pennyrile and Green River Area Development districts.
The team also will aid in identifying children' in need of early in
tervention services and helping facilitate a network beween the services and those who need them.
For more information call 7626820 or 762-6821.

and saves to be auctioned oil oser
.
the air.
All funds from the auction arc
maintained locally and are used for
sight Preservation. The use of the
funds will range from the purchase
of eyeglasses to potential eye disor-dee-treatments-from-locat opthomologists and optometrists, as well as
possible treatment at the Lions Eye
Foundation in Louisville, for those
individuals who need assistance in
maintaining or recovering good eye
health.
Local Lions encourage your assistance in this years auction and
sincerely thank you for your participation over the past years.

The Murray Lions Club will hold
its annual radio auction on October
12, 13 and 14 over WSJP/WBLN
Radio in Murray, Lions Club officials announced today. The auction
will be held from 6:00 pm to 9:00
each of the three evenings. The
radio auction has been a fixture of
Murray and Calloway County for
over 15 years and has grown each
year, thanks to the generosity of
local merchants and citizens. Last
year the auction resulted in purchases in excess of 57,000. Local
Lions Club members will be calling
on area merchants, businessmen
and businesswomen over the next
three weeks requesting merchandise

MSU's Cook receives
a $1,500 scholarship
Four other members of the MUIT11!•
State Omicron Chapter of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity attended the convention along with Cook. They
were Tremain Lewis, a senior from
Orange,Texas; Eric Crump,ajunior
from Cadiz, Ky.; DeAndre Ivory, a
sophomore from Hayti, Mo.; and
Jason Brewer, a graduate student
from Hopkinsville, Ky.

Donald Cook,a junior at Murray
State University. was recently
awarded a 51,500 Educational
Foundation scholarship from the
national chapter ofAlpha Phi Alpha
fraternity. Cook, an accounting
major from Paducah, KY., was
presented with the award based on
his grade point average, and his
community and campus involvement and activites. Two scholarships were awarded in each of the
five regions. Cook was a representative of the Midwestern region.
The award was presented at the
87the -National Anniversary Convention of the fraternity at Southern
University in New Orleans, La.

During the convention Murray.
State's-chapter participated in a step
competition, performaig a synchronized dance routine, and took a
fourth place finish. The theme of
the anniversary convention was
"Alpha Renaissance:"'

Dance Company to host open house
Murray State University's Dance
Company extends an insitation to
the public to attend an open house,
scheduled for 4 p.m., Thursday,
Sept. 23,in the Dance Studio,room
208 of Can Health.
The Dance Company is regularly
involved with the spring dance
concert, musical theater productions, American College Dance Festival, in addition to collaborations
with music, theater and art departments at Murray State.
Numerous opportunities are
available for dancers, poster artists,
photojournalists, music accompanists, an collaborators, publicity as—.
sistants and audience members.

Visiting professional dance artists will be on Murray States
campus this year to teach musical
theater, modern dance and to create .
dances for company members to
perform in annual Spring Dance
Concert.
MSU's Dance Company, under
the direction of Jean Elvin, meets
every Tuesday and Thursday, from
3:30 to 5 p.m. in Carr Health room
208.
"The dance studio atmosphere is
one of suppon and caring where an
ensemble feeling is evidenced and
the snarls of creativity grow." Elvin
said.

Stock Market
Report

Ind

County 4-H Council at(502) 7531452.
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Prices as of 9 AM
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those who took part in the Student Exchange with Austria.
Thanks went to Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Belote and Mr. and Mrs.
Don Dennis. Anyone wishing to
participate in the exchange next
year can contact RaChel Neale at
Calloway County High School.

HOG MARKET
Federal-Siete Market Sews Strike Sept IS 1943
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Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492
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Ex-girlfriend shoots minister

In order to participate in the
rodeo,entrants must bring their own
bicycle and pay a 25-cent registration fee. Special features will in
elude refreshmehts, clowns.
drawings for prizes. The rodeo will
run through I 1:30 a.m. and a -bicycle will also be given away at noon.
Participants must remain at the
Expo Center until the drawing for
the bicycle is held in order to be
eligible to win.
Members of the Murray Optimist
Club will also be present at the
rodeo to provide safety checks for
all bicycles brought to the EXPO.
The EXPO Center is located on
College
-Farm Road, approximately
one mile from the main campus of
Murray State University. For additional information call the Calloway

Investment:. Since l,5.

Lions Club to hold
annual radio auction

NORTH SALEM, Ind.(AP) -A minister who had just finished
delivering his sermon was shot to
death as the congregation -The Exposition Center is located _ including his 13-year-old daughton Hwy. 1327 (College Farm
er — looked on in horror.
Road). For more information on
The Rev. Roland D. Phillips
open riding or any scheduled events
Jr., 36, was wrapping up a Sunat the Center, call Kirks at (502)
day morning service when Eli762-1325.
zabeth Mayberry, described as his
ex -girlfriend, entered the
Methodist church, parishioners
said.
"She just walked in. He asked
her to wait till he finished. And

MSU team to help coordinate
an early intervention service
Murray State University has developed a technical assistance team
through a grant from the Kentucky
Cabinet of Human Resources.
The Murray team is one of eight
across Kentucky responsible for
helping develop a statewide coordinated, comprehensive early intervention service as part of the
Kentucky Early Intervention System (KEIS) movement.
Murray's interdisciplinary team is
composed of a project director,

Houston Mitt, head coach of the MSU Football teem presents a football
signed by the football coaches to Lions Club Auction Chairman, Dave
Hornbeck. The football will be one of the Items auctioned oh

The West Kentucky Exposition
Center will host a rodeo Sept. 25,
but this rodeo won't include any
horses, bulls, or other things generally associated with the sport. Participants in this event wiU be riding
bicycles, as the Calloway County
4-H Council sponsors its annual
Bicycle Rodeo.
The event will begin with registration at 9 am. and is open to
participants of all ages. According
to a representative of.the 4-H Courtcil, past events have drawn participants ranging from toddlers on tricycles to senior citizens who have not
abandoned their love of cycling as
they advanced in years. -

st•I
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she did wait. Then she shot
him," said Shirley Peters, who
attended the service.
Phillips, shot three times in the
chest, died on the way to the hospital, said Lt. Terry Brinker, a
sheriff's department spokesman.
Phillips, onginally from Hopkinsville, Ky., had served at the
United Methodist Church for a
little more than two years, and
was nearing completion of his
seminary studies at -the-Christian
Theological Seminary in
Indianapolis.

- Frida
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Corbin Trunk Show...

4

Showing of Corbin Ltd.

0

Suits, Sportscoats & Dress Pants

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York

Fall '93 & Spring '94

Ask Us About
Forethought° Funeral Planning

for the finest traditional clothing

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

e ,tt•
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Ross
Insurance
Agency
6th & Main
753-0489

e

Monday, Sept. 20 • 1-8 p.m.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

affs
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-0100

Home Owned and Operated

713 South Fourth St.
,

753-6800
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